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MANAGEMENT SUMMARY

Scenario

In perspective of the growing liberalisation and regulation of the telecommunication market,
service development and cost-effective operation is of major strategic importance to PTT
Telecom. The Intelligent Network (IN) is developed to create and introduce new services fast,
and additionally controls and manages these services. Presently, all information concerning
services and subscribers is administered in centralised high performance databases. If the
storage capacity of this database becomes insufficient, new methods for data preservation
must be considered. A distributed database is reckoned as a conceivable alternative.

Problem definition

Compared to a centralised database, a distributed database favours from the absence of single
points of failure, and its scaleability. Application of common Personal Computers (PCs) to
form the distributed database, reduces costs. Alternatively, no knowledge on the performance
and reliability of such a database system exists.

Objectives

• Evaluate the performance of a distributed database constituted of PCs and governed
by a commercial database management system;

• Study the feasibility in terms of performance of distributed databases in the
Intelligent Network (IN);

• Investigate deployment of the Common ORB Architecture (CORBA) application
Orbix as a connection platform approaching the distributed database.

Conclusions

Regarding the usage of PCs, the performance of a distributed database has improved
compared to a database deployed on a single Pc. At the moment, the processing power of a
personal computer is the bottleneck that limits a performance increase. Given the continuous
improvement in performance of PC's, their application in distributed databases is within
reach. The performance of a distributed database system in the Intelligent Network strongly
depends on the employed services, the composition of transactions and data management
mechanisms. A refined balance has to be found between these aspects. Orbix proved, that
CORBA is a promising technology for future use in transaction processing.

Follow up

Usage of economical computers for use in distributed databases and CORBA are promising
technologies for the future. Further investigation in database management techniques and
transaction processing, and expansion of the current PC processing power, certainly justify
the replacement of expensive high performance databases.
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TECHNICAL SUMMARY

Presently, various new services are exploited at the marketplace within the framework of the
liberalisation and regulation of the telecommunication market. New strategies are developed to
create and introduce advanced services. The Intelligent Network (IN) provides these
possibilities besides management and control, and administers service and subscriber data in a
database. If the storage capacity of this centralised database becomes insufficient, new
methods for data preservation must be considered. A distributed database is reckoned as a
conceivable alternative.

The objectives that are identified in this thesis report, are:

• Evaluate the performance of a distributed database constituted of low-end
computing engines, and managed by a commercial database management system;

• Study the feasibility of distributed databases for application in the Intelligent
Network (IN);

• Investigate the application of a Common ORB Architecture (CORBA) as the
connection platform between the Service Control Point (SCP) and Service Data
Points (SOPs)..

Oracle has two techniques to support distributed databases: replication and fragmentation.
Replication strategies update modified data, and fragmentation optimises the structure of
tables to minimise the performance degradation, that is inflicted by the replication, and
improve database access.

Replication strategies exist for two classes: synchronous and asynchronous replication.
Synchronous replication strictly maintains data consistency, but needs a considerable amount
if time to write data. Asynchronous replication is more flexible, but consistency of data is not
guaranteed.

The method to approach the distributed database uses an implementation of the CORBA
standard, Orbix. CORBA separates database operations from actual implementation, and
provides distribution transparency from the SCP's point of view. The operations are activated
through an interface, designed in an interface definition language, and invoke the requested
database transactions.

The performance, specified as throughput and response time, is measured for the different
replication strategies, the size of the database, and the behaviour of two IN-services, namely
NPTS and NACO. A elaborate description of the measurement results is supplied, and an
extrapolation of the results is made.

Finally, conclusions and recommendations complete the report.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Modern society heavily depends on telecommunications and transport of information. Many
people and enterprises have developed a personal network for both private and professional
contacts, using the operational telephone network.

Committing these clients is of major concern to network and service providers, when the
telecommunication market becomes accessible for competitors, and new services are created
to attract them. However, these extra services put a burden on the present network
infrastructure. Reason is the difficulty to modify the switching hardware in the network to
allow new services. PTT Telecom operates switching centres of four different manufacturers,
which all demand dedicated software implementations. Any additional service and software
update requires modifications in each switching centre type. Even worse, in each switching
centre new software has to be installed manually.

A solution to introduce new services fast and flexible and independent of switching centre
manufacturers, is provided by the Intelligent Network (IN). The Intelligent Network separates
basic switching functions from dispatch, control, management and creation of services, and
structures these different functionalities in standardised planes [BKS92]. Instead of an
infrastructure consisting of hardware based call control agents (i.e. the switches), software
based switching centres (Service Switching Point, SSP), control centres (Service Control
Point, SCP), service management points (SMP) and service creation environments (SCE) are
added. A new service is created in a SCE and rolled out from SMPs. Once operated, service
calls are intelligently detected by the SSP and executed in the SCPo

To administer a large collection of services and users, an information point is inserted in the
IN: the Service Data Point (SDP). Essentially, this is a giant database that holds knowledge on
service operations and subscriber data, which the SCP uses in its processing [IN92],
[BKS92]. An increase in the number of services and growth of the subscriber population
automatically results in development of the database volume. An important consideration in
the future will be the storage capacity and management of this database.

1.1 MOTIVES

Bringing in and committing subscribers is one matter of concern, managing the capacity to
allow for large amounts of them is another. At present, we see an explosion of various
services exploited at the marketplace by PTT Telecom. Examples are Call Forwarding,
Telewekker, Voicemail, Telebericht, Telegeheugen, and recently Personal Number is
introduced. If IN services prolong this tendency and enlist a lot of subscribers, or users, the
capacity of a single database will not suffice. A possible solution is to incorporate several
collaborating databases in the Intelligent Network constituting a distributed database
environment.

For exclusive use within KPN and rUE
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We can characterise the behaviour of distributed computer environments (essentially, a
database is run by a computer) by the quality of the services they offer. Quality can be
interpreted as the user perception of the "goodness" of a service [Fra96], and has always lead
to a competitive edge for services. Important aspects related to quality of service (QoS) are,
e.g., performance and dependability, in particular, reliability and availability. More specific
for our case, the SDPs form a critical part within the IN and must not constrain the flexibility,
which is the goal of the IN. The quality of service of the distributed database system highly
determines its applicability.

An important notion in distributed environments is transparency. Transparencies are used to
hide aspects of a distributed environment that arise through their distribution. Transparency is
offered by, for instance, the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA), a
technological standard brought into existence by the Object Management Group (OMG). It
describes standards for the Object Request Broker (ORB), that provides mechanisms by which
distributed, interoperable objects transparently make requests and receive responses. It
provides interoperability between applications on different machines in heterogeneous
distributed environments and seamlessly interconnects multiple object systems [OMG95]. A
platform supporting this architecture is for instance Orbix [IONA95-1, IONA95-2]. In this
report, a Common ORB Architecture is applied to travel in the distributed database platform.

1.2 OBJECTIVES

The main objective of this report is development of a performance strategy for a distributed
database environment. Several performance parameters are investigated as a function of
database management techniques, IN services and database characteristics. This strategy
should relate the QoS demands to implementation mirrored in a demonstrator.

The application of CORBA in the distributed database architecture is investigated. The
behaviour of CORBA is extensively researched to provide recommendations for future
application in intelligent networks. Moreover, a demonstrator using CORBA as a connection
platform between a real SCP and the distributed database platform is built.

In addition to the performance strategy, this thesis examines the feasibility of low-end
computing platforms in the distributed database environment, whereas common research
activities focus on the design of distributed environments using High Performance Computing
(HPC). New ways to apply multiple databases in the Intelligent Network resulting in relatively
lower communications costs might be within range.

1.3 APPROACH

The approach is split up in two parts. First, a manager program is created to remotely control
the distributed database platform and to vary the test environment. Two IN-services,
exhibiting different database tactics, are implemented: Network Automatic Call Distribution
(NACD) and National Personal Telecommunication Service (NPTS).

Secondly, the actual performance measurements are submitted. Fragmentation and replication
(i.e., distributed database management techniques), the number and size of databases and
different IN-services are examined to determine their effect on database performance.
Beholding the fact, that not all influences are considered, an extrapolation of the test results is
made to estimate future use of low end computing systems.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Additionally, a demonstrator shows the usage of CORBA in a fictive IN environment. The
objective of this approach is pure demonstration and no statements of performance are given.

1.4 REPORT OUTLINE

This thesis report is structured in four parts. The first part, covered by Chapter 2, presents the
Intelligent Network. A brief summary of the Intelligent Network Conceptual Model (INCM)
and its relevant planes is provided, followed by examples of two IN-services (NACO and
NPTS). Chapter 3 deals with the database entity of the Intelligent Network. An overview of
the performance requirements and distributed database management techniques, replication
and fragmentation, are introduced.

Chapter 4 specifies the distributed database model used for simulation and performance
measurements. The specifications and architecture of CORBA are clarified, and both
theoretical and practical design are discussed.

The key of this thesis, a strategy to measure the performance, is elaborately discussed in
Chapter 5. The basic performance criteria, throughput and response time, are reflected in
different conditions for the separate partitions of the model adopted in Chapter 4. Performance
calculations and monitoring tools as well as behaviour of the different services are inspected.
In Chapter 6 the actual simulation and measurements are conducted and compared.

Finally, Chapter 7 formulates the conclusions and includes directions for future research and
implementation regarding the potential of low end computing platforms as distributed
database systems.

For exclusive use within KPN and TU£ 3



2
2.1

INTELLIGENT NETWORK

INTRODUC"nON

The pending disclosure of the telecommunication market permits users of telecommunications
services to choose between several network operators. The quality of the services as offered
by the operators highly determines the user's choice. If the operators want to survive in the
marketplace, the subscriber's wishes have to be fulfilled. A straightforward approach to
accomplish this, is attractive call charging, but offering new services tailored to the customer
could be more profitable. However, the present infrastructure of the telephone network forbids
the swift and flexible introduction of new services. The main cause lies in the present
implementation of the switching centres, that are manufactured by a selected group of
suppliers whom the operator depends on. Thereby, the conventional development of services is
labour-intensive, time consuming and complex and can solely be done with the help of
switching centre manufacturers.

The Intelligent Network concept tries to solve these problems by shifting the intelligence
needed for special services out of the switches into general purpose computer platforms.
Telecom operators can now introduce new services by changing or adding new software into
these platforms, and no longer depend on the switch manufacturers for the development of
new services.

This chapter explains the ins and outs of the Intelligent Network. The conceptual model,
elaborately discussed in [BKS92], is repeated shortly and the planes relevant for this research,
are elucidated. A small part is devoted to standardisation of the Intelligent Network. In the
end, two services, namely Network Automatic Call Distribution (NACD) and National
Personal Telecommunications Services (NPTS), are discussed regarding their transaction
management.

2.2 CONCEPTUAL MODEL

The Intelligent Network (IN) is an architectural concept that, in theory, can be applied to any
telecommunications network. The model that captures this concept is called the Intelligent
Network Conceptual Model (INCM, [BKS92]). It does not specify an architecture of any
specific telecommunications network, but the framework for the basic design of an Intelligent
Network. The concept can, for example, be applied to Public Switched Telephone Networks
(PSTN), mobile networks, or Integrated Services Digital Networks (ISDN).

The conceptual model consists of four planes, where each plane specifies the IN from a
different level of abstraction. These planes and the relationship between the most important

For exclusive use within KPN and rUE 5
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elements of the planes are shown in Figure 2-1. In the following sections the relevant planes
will be discussed, regarding their function in this thesis.

Service 1

, ,

Service 2

o
Service Plane

Legend:
SIB - Service Independent Building Block
FE - Functional Entity
PE - Physical Entity
IF - Information Flows
P - Protocol

, ,

Li;Bj7LiI:YLiIBj7
: Glo al Functional Plane

Figure 2-1 Intelligent Network Conceptual model (INCM)

2.3 SERVICE PLANE

The Service Plane (SP) describes service related behaviour from an user point of view, in an
IN dependent way. No assumptions are made about the IN-based network that has to provide
these services [BKS92]. Services are defined in terms of services and service features.

A service is a stand-alone commercial offering, characterised by one or more core service
features, and can optionally be enhanced by other services. [BijI96]

A service feature is a specific aspect of a service that can also be used in conjunction with
other services or service features as part ofa commercial offering. It is either a core part of
a service or an optional part offered as an enhancement to a service. [BijI96]

These two definitions are currently the only things described for the service plane. It is not
mentioned how a service or service feature should be implemented.

2.4 GLOBAL FUNCTIONAL PLANE

The Global Functional Plane (GFP) models the Intelligent Network as a single entity, from a
global or network point of view [BKS92]. The three elements of the GFP are Service
Independent Building Blocks (SIBs), the Basic Call Process (BCP), and the Global Service
Logic (GSL).

A SIB is a set of network-wide functions which are not service or service feature specific. One
SIB can be used for the creation of many different services or service features. The BCP

6 For exclusive use within KPN and rUE



Chapter 2 Intelligent Network

presents an abstract view of the ongoing call in the physical network. GSL can be considered
the 'glue' that links several SIBs and BCP.

With these three elements, a service or service feature in the GFP can be modelled.

2.5 DISTRIBUTED FUNCTIONAL PLANE

The elements from the Global Functional Plane (GFP), called Service Independent Building
Blocks (SIBs), specify the Distributed Functional Plane (DFP). In the distributed functional
plane the distribution aspects of the elements of the GFP over different functional entities (e.g.
SCF or SDF) become visible.

In section 2.3.1 the functional model of the DFP is clarified. Section 2.3.2 describes the Basic
Call State Model (BCSM) in the DFP as a guide to call processing and database transactions.
A little is told about the function and usage of SIBs.

2.5.1 FUNCTIONAL MODEL

The functional model of the DFP shows the grouping of functions, their relations and actions.
In Figure 2-2 a representation of the functional model is indicated. The figure clearly shows
all the allowed relationships between the different functional entities. Related functional
entities exchange information by means of information flows.

In a normal telephone call, only the CCAF and CCF entities are involved. The CCAF is the
user interface to the network and the CCF performs basic call handling functions like routing
and sending tones to the user. In the case of an IN call the Service Switching Function (SSF)
'recognises' an IN service by analysing the dialled number or on certain events like 'called
party busy' .

CCAF (Call Control Agent function)
access fer users to the netwerk

CCF (Call Control Function)
calVconnection processing and control

SCEF (Service Creation Environment Function)
allows IN services to be defmed, developed,
tested and put into the SMF

SCF (Service Control Function)
controls the processing of IN services

SDF (Service Data Function)
customer and network data for real-time access
bytheSCF

SMAF (Service Management Agent Function)
interface between service managers and the SMF

SMF (Service Management Function)
deployment and provision of IN services and
support of the ongoing operation

SRF (Specialised Resource Function)
specialised resoorces required for the execution
of IN services

SSF (Service Switching Function)
the set of functions required for interaction
between the SCFand the CCF CCAF

Figure 2-2 Intelligent Network functional model
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When the SSF has determined that IN service processing is needed, normal call processing is
suspended and control is handed over to the Service Control Function (SCF) that executes the
required service. The SCF can query the Service Data Function (SDF), which contains
database functions, to return data necessary for the execution of the service. The SCF may
also instruct the Service Resource Function (SRF) to play announcements for the user or, for
example, to collect a Personal Identification Number (PIN). When the SCF has fmished
execution of the service, call control is returned to the SSF.

The SMF, SCEF and SMAF are related to the creation, deployment, prOVIsIoning and
management of IN services. They will not be discussed here, but can be reviewed in [BKS92].

BASIC CALL STATE MODEL (BCSM)

Since the SCF wants to influence the basic call process at certain points in basic call
processing, use is made of the Basic Call State Model (BCSM), representing the different
states and possible transactions of the basic call process. It depicts a high-level model of the
ongoing call, which is maintained by the SSF entity.

Distinction is made between the originating (calling) and terminating (called) side of the call
and therefor an originating - and a terminating BCSM have been identified. The originating
BCSM is shown in Figure 2-3. In this model, Points In Call (PICs) identify CCF activities
required to complete one or more basic calVconnection states of interest to IN service logic
instances. Detection Points (DPs) indicate points in the basic call processing where transfer of
control to the SCF can occur.

For example, the PIC Collectjnfo in Figure 2-3 collects information (i.e. dialled digits) from
the originating party and compares it to a numbering plan. When all information is collected
and no exception occurs, a transition to the next state (PIC) takes place. On encountering the
DP Collectedjnfo, IN service logic can be notified that this detection point was encountered.
This process continues until the call is completely executed or if an exception occurs.

The activation of the SCF on rendezvous with an IN service is initiated when a DP is entered
and the DP's restrictions, previously acknowledged, obeyed. The SSF suspends basic call
processing and allows the SCF to influence subsequent call processing as explained earlier.

.--_-I1.N";;ii&A:i;;;;;;;-io------1 6. Exception

L----1 4. Routing & Alerting

Discomect
9 5. Active

8 Mid_Can

Legend:
.j.
o

Figure 2-3

8

Originating Basic Call State Model
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2.6 PHYSICAL PLANE

The functional entities of the DFP can be mapped on the entities in the Physical Plane (PhP),
called physical entities. In the physical plane the different entities and the interfaces that exist
between the physical entities, are identified.

Physical entities contain one or more functional entities. In the table below, the most important
physical entities are summarised together with the functionality they (optionally) inhibit.

Table 2-1 Mapping of Physical Entities in IN

sll§sll·!III••••··.1ill;"~s ••••••••1il.
o MOO
M 0

M
M 0

M

For instance, a combination of an SCP with built-in SDP is possible like PTT Telecom's 06
switch centre in Rotterdam. Nevertheless, the remainder of this report will show, that more
options are available. As indicated, this is part of the INCM and any operator is allowed to
add functionality or make changes within a functional plane.

2.7 PHASED STANDARDISATION

The IN standardisation process is phased in terms of Capability Sets. A Capability Set (CS) is
a subset of the target Intelligent Network architecture CS-x and of direct use to both
manufacturers and network operators. Figure 2-4 reflects the subsets as parts of the whole.

Figure 2-4 Phased IN standardisation process

CS-l is currently the only capability set standardised by ITU-T. Compared to the final
Capability Set, CS-l is still very restricted. The target set of CS-l is restricted to service and
service features support which fall in the category of 'single ended' and 'single point of
control'. A single ended service feature applies only to one party in a call and it is orthogonal
to any other party that may be invoked [BKS92]. Single point of control means that at any
point in time, the call is influenced by only one Service Control Function. Further restrictions
include that only relationships related to IN service execution are addressed [BijI96].
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The target set of services to be supported for CS-l consists of services like Call Distribution,
Call Forwarding, Universal Access Number, Freephone, and Selective Call Forward on
Busy/Don't Answer.

The next standardised set, CS-2, is currently being standardised. Besides the capabilities
offered by CS-l, it will also include SCF-SCF communications to allow interworking and
distributed processing. A call may then be influenced by more than one SCP and multiple
services can be active at the same time for one party. Also work is done to handle connection
and disconnection of parties in a more flexible way within the SSP. Currently, data from
databases is privately managed by the SDF functions in the SCP, or by a special SDP
connected to the requesting SCPo In CS-2, SDF-SDF communication will be possible, which
is part of the objectives for this thesis. The SCF is then able to request the SDF any kind of
data, independent of the physical location. These aspects are demonstrated further on.

There is no target set of service features defined for CS-3 yet. Expected is, that it will support
services like Completion of Call to Busy Subscriber, Call Waiting, Conference Calling and
Multi-party Calls.

2.8 SERVICE EXAMPLES

The previous sections elucidated the purposes and global functioning of the Intelligent
Network. The following sections demonstrate two IN services: NACO and NPTS. The choice
of services is based on their different behaviour with respect to user interaction, SDP
interaction and dimensioning. Appendix A tells about transaction processing. This shows the
application of and differences between the two services. In Appendix B the dynamic models of
NACO and NPTS are depicted.

2.8.1 NACO

2.8.1.1 INTRODUCTION

Network Automatic Call Distribution Service (NACD) is a telecommunication service that
allows the Service Subscriber to have one special (universal) access number for different
agents at geographically spread locations. The calls for the service subscriber are distributed
according to a particular distribution that can be chosen by the service subscriber. Possible
distribution criteria are Time of Day, Day of Week, Day of Year, Call Origin, or load sharing.

2.8.1.2 SERVICE FEATURES

NACD as described by PTT Telecom [PTT92-1] exhibits the following features:

• One Number;

• Time Dependent Decision (TOD);

• Origination Dependent Decision (ODD);

• Queuing;

• Customised Recorded Announcement;

• Charging.
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ONE NUMBER

When used within NACD the one number feature consists of the possibility to have a (special)
universal access number, within the reserved numbering scheme.

CALL DISTRIBUTION

Call distribution is the basis of the NACD service. Decisions on distribution of the call depend
on:

• Calling time/date (TDD): calls in the middle of the night are routed different from
daylight calls;

• Origin of call (ODD): the shortest possible route from user to subscriber is taken to
save network capacity and maintain performance in time;

• Subscriber settings (optional).

QUEUING

Optionally, a call can be placed in a queue at the subscriber side. An announcement is played
to inform the user of his position in the queue.

CUSTOMISED RECORDED ANNOUNCEMENT

The announcements that are played are pre-recorded, but can also be tailored to the
subscriber, who records his own announcements in this case.

CHARGING

For NACD three different charges exist:

• Premium rate: all costs for the user;

• Split rate: costs divided between subscriber and user;

• Freephone: all costs for the subscriber.

2.8.1.3 IMPLEMENTATION

Figure B-1 in Appendix B shows the complete dynamic model of NACD. A specification of
the service is found in [PTT92-1]. Subsequently, implementation details of the NACD service
are given.

The NACD process is initiated, when the caller dials a (valid) NACD subscriber number. The
NACD subscriber determines, if the number is valid and the user is authorised (for premium
rate), otherwise the call is rejected.

The tariff associated with the subscriber is quested from the database. If the tariff is premium
rate the Calling Line Identifier (CLl) of the calling user is also retrieved from the database
and checked for admittance. When a call is successfully set up to the subscriber, call origin
and time/date interval decide to which (logical) group the call directed. For this, the
RegionIndex determines a GroupId and the call is allocated to an agent of that group. As an
option the service subscriber can define a queue for any logical group (indicated by the
QueueId in the SDP), in which the call resides till an agent becomes available.
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When no resources are available at the first logical group (e.g. no answer, busy or queue full),
the subscriber can route calls to a another logical group (second level distribution). This group
does not contain any of the agents of the initial logical group. The distribution between the
first - and second level groups can be defined as load sharing or as sequential.

If still no resource are available, an optional announcement can be played, saying there are no
agents available and the call is terminated.

Optionally, announcements are played to inform the caller about queuing and charging of the
call.

Call distribution in NACO

Figure A-I in Appendix A presents a flow diagram of NACD showing the queries to the SDP.

The NACD service as applied in this thesis and in the performance strategy (Figure B-2,
Appendix B) is a limited version of the one described here. Reasons for this are, that merely
read transactions are ordered by NACD and no further knowledge could be acquainted from
the transactions for second level distribution. The announcements are not applying to the
combination of SCP and SDP.

NPTS

2.8.2.1 INTRODUCTION

National Personal Telecommunication Service is an IN service which allows users to be
charged on a special account number, being independent of any public directory number. The
NPTS user can both set-up and receive calls via any network access in the Netherlands. The
related charges are written on the user's account [Mar95].
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2.8.2.2 SERVICE FEATURES

NPTS as described in documents issued by PTT Telecom [PTT92-2] comprise three features:

• an unique Personal Telecommunication Number (PTN);

• different procedures: follow on, outgoing call, change PIN, registration and
deregistration;

• incoming call reception.

PERSONAL TELECOMMUNICATION NUMBER

Each NPTS user has an unique Personal Telecommunication Number (PTN) used for
identification (personal numbering). He can set up calls from any network access (ISDN,
PSTN, Mobile) in the Netherlands and is protected against abuse by means of a Personal
Identification Number (PIN). Extended functionality is provided by calling restrictions and
language selection. The subscriber can indicate which numbers must be blocked for the NPTS
user and depending on the dial-in number a language can be selected.

SUBSCRIBER OPERATIONS

The NPTS subscriber may sequentially choose different operations without having to identify
himself for each individual procedure (follow on). Outgoing call and change PIN serve the
set-up of a call from a terminal and the change of your personal protection, respectively. A
NPTS user is also permitted registration and deregistration on a terminal address anywhere
in the Netherlands, except inhibited addresses, for example public telephones. Mter
registration, each call for the user is routed to the terminal address. Calls for a deregistered
user are answered with a special announcement.

A procedure is selected after connection to a NPTS server and successful identification with a
PTNIPIN combination.

INCOMING CALL RECEPTION

In case of an incoming call to the NPTN number of a NPTS service subscriber, the service
logic is also activated. The user perceives no difference between a normal incoming call or an
NPTS incoming call. Note that if a NPTS user receives an incoming call from another NPTS
user there are two instances of the process, one for each user.

2.8.2.3 IMPLEMENTATION

Figure B-3 in Appendix B shows the flow diagram. presenting the dynamic model of NPTS. A
specification of the service is found in [Mar95] and [PTT92-2]. Subsequently, implementation
details of the NPTS service are given, which can be roughly divided in an authorisation and
operation phase. At the end, the procedure to manage an incoming call is presented.

In the authorisation phase, the NPTS user has to dial a number connecting him to the NPTS
server. This server will first check if the CLl, the public directory number of the originating
caller, is blocked. If successful, the PTN and PIN number are questioned and the coherent
Blocking Status is queried from the SDF. This status has three options: blocked, temporarily
blocked or unblocked. A number is blocked, in case of outstanding debts or abuse, and can
only be done by the operator. A number is temporarily blocked when a false PIN is entered ten
times (pIN counter) to prevent unauthorised people of making calls on the NPTS user's
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account. The service can only be used after submission of the correct PIN and PUN (Personal
Unblocking Number).

Meanwhile the service queries the SDF for the correct PIN and PUN, and necessarily modifies
the blocking status and PIN counter. Each time a false PIN is entered, the SDF stores a
replica of the Fraud PTN, Fraud PIN and Fraud PUN. Mter at most three times the
connection to the NPTS server is broken.

At this point the NPTS user arrives at the operation phase. He now can choose between
making an outgoing call, registration at the terminal (with adherent CLI), deregistration or
change his PIN.

In the first case, outgoing call, the NPTS user dials the terminating number. The SDF is
queried for the presentation indication, whether or not display the CLI at the terminating side,
and the forbidden destination numbers in the restricted profile list. If the number is not in the
list, it is sent to the network, which resumes normal call processing.

With registration, the origin of the call is compared with the forbidden locations list and the
inhibited locations list. If the number is not found, it is stored as the registered location and
the registration status is set to registered. If the user chooses to deregister, the registration
status is set to deregistered.

If the user desires to change his PIN, he is requested to enter the new PIN twice. The entered
codes are compared with each other, and if they match, the new code is stored in the SDF.

Each time the user presses an invalid operation code, he is informed and an opcounter is
increased. If the counter exceeds a certain threshold, the call is cleared.

Figure B-4 in Appendix B gives an overview of the precise transactions that are issued, when
a NPTS user is. called at his conforming PTN. Unlike the first procedure, this one is very
short, because authorisation and security phase are omitted. The only operations done, are
whether the dialled NPTN exists, the called user is subscribed to NPTS and if he is registered.
If these three conditions apply, the registered location is retrieved from the SDP and sent to
the network.
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3 DISTRIBUTED DATABASE MANAGEMENT

The previous chapter showed the necessity for information storage in the Intelligent Network.
The QoS of the IN greatly depends on the quality of this integrated storage system. If the
requirements of this system are not satisfied, it puts a serious burden on the IN. A distributed
database system should provide an alternative to expensive single database systems, that must
have a large capacity, and must be fast and highly accessible.

Cheap databases are united in one architecture and supply an easy means to increase capacity
and accessibility. Opposite to this flexibility, the performance and (data) reliability of
distributed databases using personal computers, is unknown. Therefor, this chapter surveys
the requirements that these database architectures have to meet. Secondly, an investigation in
the database management strategies fragmentation and replication is demanded. These
management techniques protect dynamic data from inconsistency.

3.1 REQUIREMENTS

The distributed functional model, described in the previous chapter shows the database entity
in the Intelligent Network. This database can be accompanied by several more databases
forming a truly distributed database system to handle the information of the Intelligent
Network accurately. Development of the IN depends on the types of demands and expectations
placed on the IN in its quest to cope with the telecommunications system of the future.
Therefore, prior to application of distributed databases in IN, certain requirements have to be
met with respect to the behaviour of the distributed database system.

The Intelligent Network creates flexibility in service creation, because it is mainly based on
software, which diminishes the incompatibility between switching centres of different
manufacturers by the division in superior functional planes. However, one problem with
including software is the performance characteristics compared to hardware implementation.
For instance, there is a significant difference between the switching speed of Common Channel
Signalling Number 7 (C7) and the speed of accesses to software based databases.

We can discern two different points of view to performance:

1. Performance of the system as perceived by the user;

2. Performance of collaborating databases.

From the first point of view, the call profile should look transparent to the customer. When a
customer dials a destination number, he expects the calling procedure to happen without
noticeable delays. If the dial tone is delayed for more than a second or two he gets frustrated
of waiting. However, the call might trigger various operations in the telephone network. In the
simplest case the call doesn't need IN abilities, or doesn't need to make queries to a SDP.
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With advanced service processing the call needs to make SDP queries that might trigger more
queries to other SDPs (Figure 3-1), In the worst case it is possible that the information has to
be queried from several database nodes. In all cases the response time should be within
reasonable limits. The databases are obliged to fetch correct data quickly.

No IN abilities needed. The call is forwarded to the digital
switch.

Only SCP abilities are needed. No database access is
necessary.

One database access is needed. The first SOP can satisfy the
query.

The first SOP does not contain the information, so it forwards
the query to another SOP that answers to the SCPo

Figure 3-1 Examples of call and signal flows to SCP and SOP

As for the second point of view, all information in the system should be up to date and loss of
information is not allowed. For example, when searching for specific data, such as the location
of a subscriber to NPTS, one cannot permit to fetch unreliable data. This would certainly not
meet the subscriber's demands of the service and in turn devastate the first point of view.
Another striking example imagines a criminal trying to break your Personal Identification
Number (PIN). Mter a certain number of erroneous tries the bank account must be blocked to
prevent the criminal from theft. This transaction might prove critical if not issued at once in
all databases. Updates are required soon after notification by the subscriber and take effect in
the SDPs immediately. On the other hand, services like NACD do not generate new database
entries and hence not require strict updating as NPTS.

In short the requirements are summarised:

1. The database has to fetch data quickly independent of the distributed architecture;

2. Changes in one database must be updated soon after notification in all associated
databases.

We will take a look at two management techniques to optimise database performance,
availability and reliability of data: replication and fragmentation.

3.2 REPLICATION

Replication is used for many reasons. Data may be placed at many sites to reduce the
communications delays inherent in a single master copy in a distributed system. Also, it may
be necessary to provide redundancy in data so that the failure of a site does not prevent the
operation of a system. Data may need to be available at many, physically separated sites
simultaneously, The one piece of data may be in heavy demand, and processing be more
efficiently carried out by having several copies and distributing the load over these sites.

3.2.1 ASPECTS OF REPLICATION

A distributed database system consists of a number of databases, communicating with each
other via a network. Each database has its data grouped in tables, either unique or presented
across more databases. A replication mechanism is useful in the case (subsets ot) tables are
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present at different databases in the system and are subject to change. However, keeping
copies in a consistent state is not an easy task. Problems occur with unavailability of system
nodes and the time needed for the replication.

Replication protocols are judged for different aspects [Mar95]:

• Resiliency

Resiliency expresses what failures a distributed database and a replication
protocol can tolerate.

• Blocking
Blocking indicates, if a site (or node) is prohibited to execute transactions when
another site fails. In particular: the protocol cannot abort and has to wait for
recovery of the crashed site.

• Consistency

The replication protocol plays a major role in maintaining the global consistency
of the distributed database. A division can be made in pessimistic and optimistic
strategies, backing out inconsistencies completely or allow them, respectively.

• Reliability

The reliability of a replication protocol is closely related to consistency. A highly
pessimistic strategy is very cautious with the treatment of data, taking care no
unreliable data exists.

• Availability

Availability is the measure in which data items or nodes are allowed over time to
participate in a transaction, with the assumption that there are no failures in the
system. It depends on the amount of resources that a replication protocol needs to
execute a transaction. Both read - and write transactions are considered.

• Message - and time complexity

Message complexity involves the total number of messages needed to perform a
replication transaction. Time complexity is the time to perform the transaction.
While it is possible to determine the message complexity for some transactions,
data for time complexity is often empirical data retrieved by tests.

• Performance

The performance of a replication protocol is a sum of the above factorials. The
highest performance is strongly related to the failures that occur in the database
processing and the time to repair them.

Replication protocols exist as synchronous and asynchronous strategies:

• A strategy is called synchronous if there is some co-ordination between different
nodes in the distributed database to ensure that an update commits at a group of
nodes at once.

• A strategy is called asynchronous if an update first commits at a single node (called
the primary), after which it is forwarded to the remaining (secondary) nodes. There
is no communication between the nodes to co-ordinate the commits of the
forwarded update transactions.
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If copies of the same data are stored at different locations, transactions that modify the data
may lead to different versions of the copies, because the update transaction may not be
processed on all the nodes that contain a copy. In this case, a rollback of all update
transactions is executed. Synchronous strategies generally hide inconsistent data opposite to
asynchronous strategies. Hence, synchronous strategies increase reliability of data.

On the other hand, synchronous replication decreases availability of data, because the
transaction blocks several resources. Asynchronous replication avoids this, but increases the
risk to fetch inconsistent data.

Consequently, the decision of replication strategy depends on the kind of data. Synchronous
replication is best suited for tables subject to a large number of changes and with critical
dynamic data, and asynchronous replication for database tables containing non-critical
dynamic data [Mar95].

Oracle, the database management system used in this project, already includes synchronous
and asynchronous protocols. These are Synchronous replication, and Read-Only Snapshots,
Updatable Snapshots and Multi Master replication, respectively. Their features and behaviour
are briefly explained in the next subsections. Information about the precise implementation of
replication mechanisms is described in [OV91].

SYNCHRONOUS REPLICATION

The synchronous replication in Oracle is created using triggers, and practises a two-phase
commit strategy, whereas an update is written in two steps. This method favours the
abandoning of inconsistencies, because one update is always propagated through all connected
nodes. The disadvantage of two-phase commit is the speed at which all updates are completed,
because of the fact that every node needs to be available. In case one database is blocked the
complete system fails. In [Mar95] an elaborate explanation about synchronous protocols is
supplied.

READ ONLY SNAPSHOTS

The first asynchronous protocol available within Oracle is read-only snapshots. This method
copies complete tables to secondary nodes or partial tables to the primary node. These copies
can only be read. Updates can not be carried out at the secondary nodes. Instead, the primary
node is informed of changes and submits the update in its tables, and copies (or refreshes) the
changes to the secondary nodes.

This last procedure can be executed in two ways: automatically or manually. Automatic
updates are performed at pre-defined time intervals. Temporary inconsistencies are inevitable,
but a small update interval lessens the probability of unreliable data. On the other hand many
updates are requested and the performance of the database degrades. A compromise between
inconsistent data and high performance has to be chosen. When little updates are required in a
database, manual operation is advisable.

Summarising, usage of the read-only snapshots protocol is advantageous with static data and
dynamic data that is not changed often.
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3.2.4 UPDATABLE SNAPSHOTS

The second Oracle asynchronous replication protocol is an extension to read-only snapshots
called updatable snapshots. This protocol allows secondary nodes to perform updates in their
own tables. The update is passed to the master definition site (i.e. the primary node) as soon
as the secondary node is refreshed. The master definition site propagates the update to the
remaining secondary nodes upon the next refresh.

3.2.5 MULTI MASTER REPLICATION

The third asynchronous replication protocol is multi master replication. As with the snapshot
protocols, a copy of the primary node is placed at the secondary nodes. The main differences
are:

1. Multi-master replication cannot replicate partials of a table;

2. Multi-master replication can however propagate update instructions to all databases
immediately.

The latter possibility effects short refresh times and little inconsistency. Unlike the snapshot
protocols the system load is kept low, because triggers are used. Another feature is variation
of the refresh interval and writing of user-defined propagation scripts.

3.3 FRAGMENTA1"ION

In the previous section we discussed replication strategies to improve the level of concurrence
and transaction processing time. The efficiency of the replication protocol heavily depends on
another technique: fragmentation. We first look at the basics of fragmentation and present two
alternatives accompanied by their advantages and drawbacks.

In general, a database consists of groups of related data items (tables), in most cases
describing the same part of the real world. Although the database structure is useful, it might
not be the most optimal configuration. Instead, division in smaller groups of data items that
match with the environment in which the database operates, may increase its overall
performance.

This division of tables into disjoint parts, is called fragmentation. The fragmentation process
is guided by the relations that access the table. These relations are separated by the database
system into fragmented relations, that are processed individually. Afterwards the result is
reconstructed from the individual results.

There are two fragmentation strategies to divide tables into smaller ones:

• Horizontal fragmentation;

• Vertical fragmentation.

The degree of fragmentation, i.e. the extent to which relations and sub-relations are divided,
must be chosen at a suitable level to optimise the performance of query execution (Figure 3
2). Thus, there is a choice between no fragmentation, complete fragmentation or somewhere in
between.
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Fragmentation is bound to certain rules. Explanation if these rules is further explained in
[OV9l].

3.3.1 HORIZONTAL FRAGMENTATION

Horizontal fragmentation divides a relation along its tuples (
Figure 3-3). In the example database in the picture, the tuples are separated to location
'Eindhoven' and 'Leidschendam'.

Persons

Name Organisation Location

F. van den Dool TUE Eindhoven
T.A.B. Nauta KPN Research Leidschendam
J. van Tilburg KPN Research Leidschendam
J.P.M. van Osch TUE Eindhoven

~.-
Persons in Leidschendam I Persons in Eindhoven I
Name Organisation Location Name Organisation Location

T.A.B. Nauta KPN Research Leidschendam F. van den DooI TUE Eindhoven
J. van Tilburg KPN Research Leidschendam lP.M. van Osch TUE Eindhoven

Figure 3-3 Horizontal fragmentation

We can arrange tuples according to the value of location, like in the example. The result is,
that we have two fragments. The terms 'Location Leidschendam' and 'Location Eindhoven'
are called predicates.

In this case we used the predicate 'Location', but it is also possible to apply predicates
'Name' or 'Organisation'. There are two requirements for a predicate:

• Completeness

Decomposition of a relation R into fragments Rj is complete, if each data item in
R can be found in some Rj •

• Minimisation

Try to decompose a relation into fragments as small as possible, thus establishing
relevant predicates.

This fragmentation form is called primary horizontal fragmentation. Horizontal fragmentation
is advantageous when data has to be spread geographically. Usually, there is no necessity for
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all data to be present in every database and excessive database capacity is expensive. As a
consequence, tables are smaller and access is faster.

The disadvantage of horizontal fragmentation is, that a remote fetch is needed when data is
not available in the nearest database. A remote fetch queries the data from a remote database
node. When a lot of remote fetches are needed the database performance is drastically
degrading.

VERTICAL FRAGMENTATION

Vertical fragmentation divides a relation along its columns (Figure 3-4).

Persons

Name Organisation Location

F. van den Dool TUE Eindhoven
T.A.B. Nauta KPN Research Leidschendam
J. van Tilburg KPN Research Leidschendam
J.P.M. van Osch TUE Eindhoven

Organisations

Name Organisation

F. van den Dool TUE
TAB. Nauta KPN Research
J. van Tilburg KPN Research
J.P.M. van Osch TUE

Locations

Name Location

F. van den Dool Eindhoven
T.A.B. Nauta Leidschendam
J. van Tilburg Leidschendam
J.P.M. van Osch Eindhoven

Figure 3-4 Vertical fragmentation

This kind of fragmentation models the tables after the transactions that access. In the example
database in the picture, there are two typical transactions. The first transaction is interested in
the names and organisation of persons, whereas the second transaction is interested in the
names and location of persons. Mter fragmentation, the first fragment consists of tuples of the
form (name, organisation) and the second of the form (name, location).

During the process of vertical fragmentation, the relations are divided in a set of smaller
relations. The goal is to minimise the execution time of transactions that use the original table
by arranging the smaller relations according to the transactions that access. Thus, after
vertical fragmentation of a relation, the resulting fragments each contain data that is can be
accessed concurrently.

The advantages of vertical partitioning are:

• Fragments are accessed independently and transactions processed concurrently;

• The execution time of transactions is decreased.

The number of tables that are replicated asynchronously, is likely to increase. Most of the time
tables hold both static and dynamic data, that are separated after vertical fragmentation. The
resulting fragments can be accessed independently (advantage 1) with asynchronous
replication protocols. The more dynamic data items are present in a table, the more sub-tables
are likely to be created with vertical fragmentation.
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The drawbacks of vertical fragmentation strongly depend on the way it is carried out. In most
cases, the result of the fragmentation process reflects some sort of compromise. When
transactions' views overlap, and have conflicting interests with respect to the fragmentation
scenario, the fragmentation is beneficial for one transaction, but causes dispersion of the other
transactions' views over multiple fragments. Hence, the latter suffer from performance
degradation. Important factors in this are:

• The cost of joining tables for one transaction;

• The increased performance of the other transaction;

• The relative frequencies of these transactions.

3.4 SERVICE EXAMPLES

As a demonstration of replication and fragmentation, NACD and NPTS are observed. Here,
only key issues and decisions are presented. Details with respect to the exact implementation
of replication and fragmentation, are supplied in [Mar95].

3.4.1 NACO

Horizontal fragmentation can be applied to a table, that contains information about the
geographical location of a logical group. All numbers associated with a logical group are
placed at a local node. Our implementation does not use horizontal replication, because of
insufficient time.

The NACD table is partially fragmented in vertical direction. There is created a balance
between gain of access and the amount of replicated data. The mostly used data items are
fragmented, the lesser ones not.

The table data solely consists of static data, because only read transactions are submitted.
Consequently, no updates are necessary and all attention is paid to optimisation of
performance (consistency is backed out). Logically, the read-only snapshots replication
protocol is chosen, because replication is only wanted at start-up of the distributed database
system. In the operation phase no replication is necessary and will not influence performance
characteristics of the system.

3.4.2 NPTS

The only NPTS table suitable for horizontal fragmentation contains the telephone numbers
(CLIs) of blocked subscribers. These numbers are placed at the nearest database node.

For the same reasons as NACD, the partial fragmentation strategy is used for NPTS. The
implementation is too elaborate to explain in this thesis, but is described in [Mar95].

The NPTS table involves both static and dynamic data. The dynamic data items are further
split into critical (strict updates required) and non-critical (little inconsistency allowed). The
static data items are replicated with read-only snapshots similar to NACD replication. More
care is taken of the dynamic data items, because three replication strategies are considered
(updatable snapshots, multi master replication and synchronous replication). The critical data
items are expected to create least consistency when using synchronous replication or multi
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master replication. The remammg non-critical dynamic data is best experimented using
updatable snapshots, because of the little administration.

3.5 EVALUA'·ION

The performance of the distributed database system is optimised using replication and
fragmentation. There are significant differences in performance between fragmentation and
replication techniques. A fragmentation strategy is chosen according to the type of data and
the relative frequency of transactions. Note that in an IN, the transactions that are issued by a
service logic program are known in advance, and facilitate the estimation of frequencies.
Transactions for management purposes are not considered, because of their low occurrence
rate. Further, the transactions used in the example services in Chapter 2 are characterised by
simplicity. Most of them are involved by only one primary key of the table in combination
with another data item. This simplifies the fragmentation process. More about transaction
processing and optimisation is explained in Appendix A.

The replication greatly depends on the type of data. Static data can never become inconsistent,
and a simple asynchronous replication protocol is advisable (read-only snapshots). However,
the urge for consistency is more pressing, when dynamic data exists. Synchronous protocols
assure consistency but poor performance, and severe asynchronous protocols do not guarantee
consistency but improve database performance. Critical dynamic data is best coped with by a
synchronous strategy. The database designer has to find a balance between both strategies and
experiments have to provide information to validate this.
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4 DISTRIBUTED DATABASE ARCHITECTURE

The objective of this thesis is to evaluate the performance of a distributed database platform.
In Chapter 3, we investigated database management: fragmentation to optimise the internal
database structure and the flexibility of transaction processing, and replication to keep data in
a consistent state. Until then, only single database architectures were concerned, and there was
no mention of multiple databases nor was a distributed system discussed. This chapter
introduces an environment for multiple, collaborating databases or distributed database.

4.1 GENERAL DISTRIBUTED DATABASE ARCHITECTURE

If more than one database is included in a system, e.g., the Intelligent Network, also a
mechanism allowing inter-database communication, has to be employed. A simplified
distributed database (DDB) architecture is shown in Figure 4-1.

: DBMS
:Data table ~1+41

Access network

DDB

Figure 4-1

. .

.......... - _ .. _ - - - - - - - - - _. _ - _ - - _. - - _.

Basic distributed database configuration

A separate database in this figure resembles a computer running a database management
system and which has a capacity for data storage. All databases are connected to an access
network and have an additional inter-database network available. From the first network
transaction requests from clients (IN: the SCP) enter the computer through sockets. The
database management system (DBMS), the managing shell of the database, supplies user
connections to the data tables, where the transaction is processed, and manages database
processes. The second network enables inter process communication (IPC) between separate
databases, such as replication (see Chapter 3).

The main objective for the distributed database architecture in this thesis is to measure how
fast it can process a datastream emerging from the access network. The Common Object
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Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) is used as the connecting platform between the clients
and distributed databases. The transaction processing capabilities, performance and reliability
of CORBA are closer examined, and future application of CORBA for use in distributed
processing environments is investigated.

The following sections explain the specification and architecture of the Common ORB
Architecture and in parallel shows the relation to our case. Finally, the resulting distributed
database architecture is presented with some early recommendations on the implemented
design.

4.2 CORBA

CORBA is a technological standard brought into existence by the Object Management Group
(OMG). It describes standards for the Object Request Broker (ORB), that provides
mechanisms by which distributed, interoperable objects make requests and receive responses,
while looking transparent to the invoking party. It provides interoperability between
applications on different machines in heterogeneous distributed environments and searnlessly
interconnects multiple object systems [OMG95]. The ORB is the core of the OMG Reference
Model. It is like a telephone exchange, providing the basic mechanism for making and
receiving calls. Combined with the Object Services, a collection of services (interfaces and
objects) that support basic functions for using and implementing functions, it ensures
meaningful communication between CORBA-compliant applications [OMG95].

The Object Model, which describes the computational model that underlies CORBA is
introduced first. Subsequently, a description of the overall structure of the ORB architecture is
presented and includes information about CORBA interfaces and implementation to the IN
services NACD and NPTS.

4.2.1 CORBA OBJECT MODEL

The object model provides an organised presentation of object concepts and terminology
[OMG95]. It dermes a partial model for computation that embodies the key characteristics of
objects as realised by the submitted technologies (i.e. object oriented design). The CORBA
object model is a collection of objects, that isolates requesters of services (clients) from the
providers of services (servers) by a well-defined encapsulating interface (Figure 4-2). In
particular, clients are isolated from the implementations of services, like data representations
and executable code.

The object model describes concepts that are meaningful to clients, including such concepts as
object creation and identity, requests and operations. It then describes concepts related to
object implementations, including such concepts as methods, execution engines, and
activation.

Actually, the object model is an example of a classical object model, where a client sends a
message to an object. A client of a service is an entity capable of requesting the service. An
object is an identifiable, encapsulated entity that provides one or more services that can be
requested by a client by invocation of methods belonging to the object. Conceptually, the
object interPrets· the message from a client to decide what service to perform. In the classical
model, a message identifies an object and zero or more actual parameters. As in most classical
object models, a distinguished first parameter is required, which identifies the operation to be
performed. Concluding, the service implementation might require co-operation of objects
located at another server.
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Figure 4-2
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Figure 4-2 represents such a situation whereas Client requests the execution of a certain
service denoted by a remote object (in Server 1). Client simply calls an operation on this
object without knowledge on its location. Completely indifferent to Client, the object at Server
1 might invoke operations on objects at Server 2. The interfaces provide continuous access
exterior to the object collections.

Server 1

Client

Example of CORBA Object Model

Up to this point, we distinguish a several concepts relevant to clients:

• Object
An identifiable encapsulated entity that provides one or more services that can be
requested by a client.

• Request

Invocations on objects are called requests. A request comes forth from an event,
i.e. something that occurs at a particular time. The information associated with a
request consists of an operation, a target object, zero or more (actual)
parameters, and an optional request context. If an abnormal condition occurs
during the performance of a request, an exception is returned. A request causes a
service to be performed on behalf of the client. One outcome of performing a
service is returning the results back to the client, if any are defined for the
request. If an abnormal situation occurs during the execution of the request, an
exception is returned back to the client.

• Interface

An interface is a description of a set of possible operations that a client may
request of an object. Interfaces are specified in an Interface Definition Language
(IDL). The interface definitions for NACD and NPTS are also defined using
IDL. They will be exhibited later, clearly showing the semantics and functions of
an interface.

• Operation

An identifiable entity that denotes a service that can be requested within an
object. An operation is identified by an operation identifier, and is not a value.

The semantics of an operation (the operation signature) looks like:

[one-way] <op_type_spec> <identifier> (parameterl, parameterL)
[raises (exceptionl, ... , exceptionN)] [context (namel, ... , nameM)],
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Figure 4-3
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for example,

int ValidationCheck(in string RequestKey, out boolean Validity) raises
(ErrorOnValidationCheck),

which strongly resembles the general form of a transaction. Actually, the CORBA request or
operation corresponds to a transaction.

OBJECT REQUEST BROKER

Figure 4-3 shows the structure of Object Request Broker (ORB) interfaces.

Client Object Implementation

/ j
j

tf

Static IDL Dynamic Object
Interface Dynamic IDL ORB Skeleton Skeleton Adapter Implementation

Repository Invocation Stubs Interface Repository

"""! ~ It--

[~ IIIIIIIIOIlllllllR_BIIIIIIIICIIIIIIIIOllllllllrlllllllle )

Structure of Object Request Broker

The client is the entity that wishes to perform an operation on the object. A client of an object
has access to the object reference for the object, and can invoke operations on the object. A
client knows only the logical structure of the object according to its interface and experiences
the behaviour of the object through invocations. Clients have no knowledge of the
implementation of the object, which object adapter is used by the implementation, or which
ORB is used to access it. ORBs of different operating systems (e.g., Sun Solaris or Windows
NT) do not obstruct the client's functioning. The interface the client sees is completely
independent of where the object is located. This is referred to as distribution transparency.

The object implementation is the code and data that actually implements the object. An object
implementation provides the semantics of the object, usually by defining data for the object
instance and code for the object's methods. Often the implementation will use other objects or
additional software to implement the behaviour of the object. The object implementation can
be stored both local or distributed. The ORB is responsible for all the mechanisms required to
find the object implementations for the request, to prepare the object implementation to receive
the request, and to communicate the data making up the request.

The client performs a request by having access to an object reference for an object and
knowing the type of object and the desired operation to be performed. The client can use two
interfaces through which operation on an object is invoked (Figure 4-4):

1. IDL stub

The IDL stub is generated from the IDL as specified by the user (e.g., NACD
and NPTS IDL in Appendix D). For the mapping of a non-object-oriented
language, there will be a programming interface to the stubs for each interface
type. The stubs make calls on the rest of the ORB using interfaces that are
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private to, and presumably optimised for, the particular ORB Core. If more than
one ORB is available, there may be different stubs corresponding to the different
ORBs. The specific stub depends on the interface of the target object. Object
Oriented programming languages (e.g., C++) do not require stub interfaces.

2. Dynamic Invocation Interface (DII)

The dynamic invocation interface allows the dynamic construction of object
invocations, that is, rather than calling a stub routine that is specific to a
particular operation on a particular object, a client may specify the object to be
invoked, the operation to be performed, and the set of parameters for the
operation through a call or sequence of calls. The DII is the same interface
independent of the target object's interface.

The dynamic and stub interface for invoking a request satisfy the same request semantics, and
the receiver of the message cannot tell how the request was invoked.

[ Client I
Request

Static IDL Dynamic Object
Interface Dynamic IDL ORB Skeleton Skeleton Adapter Implementation

Repository nvocatlo Stubs Interface Repository
""'! t- L. II ~

~ IORB Core

Client invoking a request

The ORB locates the appropriate implementation code, transmits parameters and transfers
control to the object implementation (Figure 4-5). The object implementation receives a
request as an up-call (Figure 4-5).

Object Implementation

Interface
Repository

Dynamic
nvocatlon

IDL
Stubs

ORB
Interface

Static IDL Dynamic
Skeleton Skeleton

bJect
dapter Implementation

Repository

Figure 4-5 Object Implementation receiving a request

The object implementation writes routines that conform to the interface and the ORB calls
them through a skeleton. A skeleton is generated from the IDL definitions and forms the
skeleton of a complete interface, i.e., no implementation of any operation is available. There
are two sorts of skeletons:

I

1. Implementation Skeleton
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For a particular language mapping, and possibly depending on the object adapter,
there will be an interface to the methods that implement each type of object.

2. Dynamic Skeleton

An interface is available which allows dynamic handling of object invocations.
That is, rather than being accessed through a skeleton that is specific to a
particular operation, an object's implementation is reached through an interface
that provides access to the operation name and parameters in a manner analogous
to the client side's dynamic invocation interface. Purely static knowledge of those
parameters may be used, or dynamic knowledge (perhaps determined through an
interface repository) may also be used, to determine the parameters.

To clarify the usage of dynamic operation invocation an example is given. Suppose we want
specific information on a subject, for instance the birthday of Uncle Sam. With static
operation invocation, we trigger an operation at a specific, known server object, e.g.,

WhiteHouseServer->getBirthday(in Uncle_Sam, out Birthday);

If we do not have information on the server object and its available operations, we can request
the ORB to list all server objects of a CORBA host machine at the White House. The ORB
supplies us with all names of the available server objects, and in tum we chose a plausible
server object (WhiteHouseServer). On our request, the ORB returns all available operations
and their required parameters, and we chose the getBirthday with relevant in and out
parameters. The eventual invoked operation resembles our earlier static operation invocation.

The main difference between static and dynamic operation invocation is the overhead in
transactions and thus extra time, that dynamic invocation brings along.

The implementation code must provide descriptions of all operation parameters to the ORB,
and the ORB provides the values of any input parameters for use in performing the operation.
The implementation code provides the values of any output parameters, or an exception, to the
ORB after performing the operation.

4.2.2.1 INTERFACE DEFINITION LANGUAGE

The Interface Defmition Language (IDL) [OMG95] [IONA95-1] defines the types of objects
by specifying their interfaces. An interface consists of a set of named operations and the
parameters of those operations. An example of the interfaces for the IN-services NPTS and
NACD is given in Appendix D.

Interfaces can be defined static in an interface definition language. Alternatively, or in
addition, interfaces can be added to an Interface Repository service. This service represents
the components of an interface as objects, permitting runtime access to these components. The
practised IDL differs per CORBA compliant application, e.g., Orbix™ (lONA Technologies
Ltd.) or Microsoft DCOMTM (Microsoft Corporation).

IDL is the means by which a particular object implementation tells its potential clients what
operations are available and how they should be invoked. From the IDL definitions, it is
possible to map CORBA objects into particular programming or object systems (e.g., C++
SmallTalk).

Figure 4-6 shows how interface and implementation repository information is made available
to clients and object implementations. The interface is defined in OMG IDL and/or in the
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interface repository. The definition is used to generate the client stubs and the object
implementation skeletons.

IDL
Definitions

Skeletons

Implementation
Installation

Implementation
Repository

Client Object Implementation

Figure 4-6 Interface and Implementation Repository

4.2.3 STRUCTURE OF A CLIENT

A client of an object has an object reference that refers to the object. An object reference is a
token that may be invoked or passed as a parameter to an invocation on a different object
within the ORB. Both clients and object implementations have a notion of object references
according to the language mapping, and thus are insulated from the actual representation of
them. Two ORB implementations may differ in their choice of object reference
representations. The representation of an object reference handed to a client is only valid for
the lifetime of that client.

In the architecture, the ORB is not required to be implemented as a single component, but
rather it is defined by its interfaces. There may be multiple ORB implementations which all
have different representations for object references and different means of performing
invocations. When two ORBs are intended to work together, those ORBs must be able to
distinguish their object references. It is not the responsibility of the client to do so.

Invocation of an object involves specifying the object to be invoked, the operation to be
performed, and parameters to be given to the operation or returned from it.

The ORB manages the control transfer and data transfer to the object implementation and
back to the client. In the event that the ORB cannot complete the invocation, an exception
response is provided.

Clients access object-type-specific stubs as library routines in their program (Figure 4-7).
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Client pro~ram
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ORB object references

Dynamic Stubs for Stubs for
Invocation Interface Interface
Interface NPTS NACO

Structure of a typical Client

4.2.4

A limited example of invoking an operation by the client on an NPTS object is given next for
people interested in the semantics of operations and server objects. The practised
programming language is C++.

II c++
II Obtain a c++ specific reference on a NPTS object

NPTS_var NPTSVar;

II Try to connect to a remote object implementation
II NPTS at host 'gcn625'

try {
NPTSVar = NPTS::_bind(":NPTS w

, "gcn625 W
);

}
catch(NPTS::error &err) {

II Exception handling for NPTS
}
catch( ... ) {

II Exception handling on other errors

II Invoke an operation
II PTN is an input value, PIN is an output value

NPTSVar->getPIN(char* PTN, char*& PIN);

STRUCTURE OF OBJECT IMPLEMENTATION

An object implementation provides the actual state and behaviour of an object. The object
implementation can be structured in a variety of ways. Besides defining the methods for the
operation themselves (methods are actual software code implementations), an implementation
will usually define procedures for activating and deactivating objects and will use other
objects or non-object facilities to make the object state persistent, to control access to the
object, as well as to implement the methods.

The object implementation interacts with the ORB in a variety of ways to establish its identity,
to create new objects, and to obtain ORB-dependent services. It primarily does this via access
to an object adapter, which provides an interface to ORB services that is convenient for a
particular style of object implementation.
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Structure of typical Object Implementation

The object implementation may choose which object adapter to use. This decision is based on
what kind of services the object implementation requires. The object implementation may call
the object adapter and the ORB while processing a request or at other times.

When an invocation occurs, the ORB Core, object adapter, and skeleton arrange that a call is
made to the appropriate method of the implementation. A parameter to that method specifies
the object being invoked, which the method can use to locate the data for the object.
Additional parameters are supplied according to the skeleton definition. When the method is
complete, it returns, causing the output parameters or exceptions results to be transmitted
back to the client.

When a new object is created (e.g., a new IN-service), the ORB may be notified so that it
knows where to find the implementation for that object. Usually, the implementation also
registers itself as implementing objects of a particular interface, and specifies how to start up
the implementation if it not already running. This registration is stored in the implementation
repository for a specific interface.

The Implementation Repository manages the information that allows the ORB to locate and
activate implementations of objects. Installation of implementations and control of policies
related to the activation and execution of object implementations is done through operations on
the implementation repository.

A typical entry in an Orbix™ implementation repository is depicted Figure 4-9.

Server details for server : NPTSl

Comms
Code
Activation
Owner
Launch
Invoke

Marker

indbl

tcp
xdr
shared
osch
;all;
;all;

Launch Command

d:\bin\ptsserverl.exe indbl

Figure 4-9 Typical registration in Implementation Repository

The marker indicates a particular object within the NPTS interface (which is an object itself).
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The client and object implementation can also directly interact with the ORB for some
functions via the ORB Interface. The ORB interface is the interface that goes directly to the
ORB and which is the same for all ORBs and does not depend on the object's interface or
object adapter. There are only a few operations that are common across all objects, and are
useful to both clients and implementations of objects. Examples of these ORB functions for
Orbix are listed in [IONA95-2].

4.3 DISTRIBUTED DATABASES AND CORBA

As mentioned in the introduction, CORBA is used as a connection platform between the
clients and the distributed databases. In the previous section we looked into the Common ORB
Architecture (CORBA) standard. This section presents our distributed database architecture.
The distributed platform is realised using Orbix™, an implementation of the CORBA
standard. The resulting architecture applying CORBA technology is shown in Figure 4-10.

In the distributed database architecture we discern three main partitions.

1. Manager and Orbix clients;

request generation and administration

2. ORB;

request routing to the servers

3. Orbix servers and distributed databases.

request implementation and processing

M
A
N
A
G
E
R

Figure 4-10 Distributed database architecture and CORBA

The manager and clients are responsible for generation of the datastream. The datastream
consists of database requests, transactions, which are issued during the execution of the IN
services NACD and NPTS (see Chapter 2). The plentiful number of clients is necessary to
generate a enough transactions to burden the databases. Implementation of a single client
cannot meet this requirement, as a direct consequence of the implementation of the COREA
architecture. The CORBA clients block after they sent a request to the object implementation.
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Not until the first request returns, a following request can be performed. This strategy could
never generate sufficient transactions to measurement the performance of the distributed
database system.

The large Orbix clientpool is equally split into four smaller pools: one for each database. To
avoid blocking at the database side, as many Orbix servers as clients are created.

The manager's function is to manage the clientpools and instruct them. The instructions
include assignment of a pre-defined number of IN-services to execute, measurement of the
time needed for the request to fmish, and logging of the result in a central storage space for
later processing.

To activate a client, the manager spawns each client in a threadprocess. A thread is a
sequential flow of control within a program. The thread has a single address space, and
manages its own stack and registers. Threads are often used to improve the performance of a
program, because of the independent execution of program code, save the share of main
memory, and are advantageous when building a distributed system [wwwl].

Once activated, all Orbix clients obtain one or more object references to CORBA object
implementations, as registered in the implementation repository at the host machine (PC1 to
PC4). The object reference is obtained by binding to a specific Orbix server at one of the
hosts. As there is a variety of Orbix servers available at each database machine, every server
is individually registered under a unique name and marker. This way, the clients can identify
the individual servers, and no transaction overlapping or aliasing occurs.

The clients invoke operations on the IN-service object. Consequently, the implementations of
the interface operations at the host machine perform the actual queries at the Oracle database
using embedded SQL-statements.

The object implementations equip the interface operations for the NACD and NPTS services.
The collection of interface operations is listed in Appendix D.1 and D.2 as IDL statements.
The IDL is specified from the state/event diagrams in Appendix B. The operations correspond
to the database transactions, and the provided parameters obey the actual database entries.
After compilation of the IDL program, the Orbix client stubs and Orbix server skeletons are
generated conform the CORBA architecture. A client can invoke a request by calling the
operation as specified in the analogous stub. The ORB routes the request to the active Orbix
server, which executes the object implementation.

The Orbix servers all have a private database login to avoid a conflicts with the Oracle
database. Oracle serves up to 150 logins per database.

The distributed databases are connected via the so-called inter-database network. This enables
the use of replication strategies, which is a required condition in the database performance
strategy (Chapter 5).

4.3.1 RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE ARCHITECTURE

The first attempt to boost the transaction generation capacity of the client/server architecture,
was application of multithreading at both client and server side. Multithreading saves memory
capacity when a large amount of servers is running. There is, however, no definite knowledge
on the behaviour of Windows NT's multithreading capacities. This should hence be
experienced in following studies.
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The distribution of requests is established by direct bindings to the individual Orbix servers. A
more realistic reflection would be to implement a manager to distribute the requests over the
individual database machines. This would create true distribution transparency.

The explanation of the Common ORB Architecture might seem rather abstract. The best way
to learn about the application, specifications and implementation of CORBA or Orbix is
hands-on experience.
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5 THE PERFORMANCE STRATEGY

The purpose of this thesis is to research the performance of a distributed database system with
application in an Intelligent Network. The previous chapters described the Intelligent Network.
the database system and the distributed architecture. This chapter embodies the issues that
contribute to performance, especially the interpretation of performance in the distributed
database system, and the performance measurement strategy.

5.1 OB"IECTIVES

Remarking the main objective, measuring performance of low end computing platforms, this
chapter closely examines a strategy to reach it. This strategy has to provide an answer to three
questions:

1. How is performance ofa low end computing distributed database system defined?

2. What are the performance criteria and which measures do we use?

3. Which parameters are observed?

4. Is it possible to extrapolate the outcome of the performance measurements by
these criteria, and how? .

The succeeding subsections present a theoretical examination of these questions. The next
chapter continues with the actual measurements and results.

5.2 PERFORMANCE DEFINITION AND CRITERIA

Before the criteria of performance measuring are defined, we have to obtain a precise
definition of performance mirrored in the requirements we impose on the distributive character
and structural design of the database system. In Chapter 3, the requirements for databases
with application to Intelligent Network services are given.

1. The database has to fetch data quickly independent of the distributed architecture.

2. Changes in one database must be updated soon after notification in all associated
databases.

Important issues are single point of failure and replication protocol.

By these requirements, the performance of distributed databases can be defined by the criteria

• Throughput S

The speed at which requests are submitted by the database system (the fetch and
update of data) in a period of time.

• Response time trap
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The (mean) time between dispatch and receivement of a request, measured at the
client side.

• Bottleneck

A point in system architecture which limits the throughput.

Response time and throughput are widely used performance criteria [Ap092], [JOK92],
[Kut96] and [Lee96]. The bottleneck criterium is not a prime performance measure, but is
very useful to trace weaknesses in the system architecture. As the database servers comprise
low-end computing systems, bottleneck tracing is a necessary requirement. Bottleneck tracing
is applied for the overall system.

Once the performance criteria are defined, they are expressed in performance criteria
measures:

• Request rate per second Rreq

The mean number of requests that are issued by the client and processed by the
server (i.e. all distributed databases) in a period of time.

• Service rate per second Rsvc
The mean number of services that are issued by the client and processed by the
server (i.e. all distributed databases) in a period of time. The defmition of
'service' is in the context of an Intelligent Network service, which is constitued
by a collection of requests.

Requests directly evolve in transactions, and the Intelligent Network environment relates
transactions to services: services are supported (or constructed) by transactions (Chapter 2).
The transactions, read and write, help us to determine the services per second rate. If sustained
knowledge is acquainted about the characteristics of specific atomic transactions, maybe a
guideline for the rate per second of other services is recorded. At that moment the call rate of
services with a known transaction pattern can be estimated.

The services per second rate Rsvc is

R = nSVC,Olal = 1
svc ttotal P[llt1 + P[2]t2 +.....+P[n]tn

1
n

LP[j]tj
j=!

where

• nsvc the total number of total executed services
100al

• ttotal the total time needed to execute nsvc services,
100al

• P[n] the relative occurrence rate of transaction n in a service, and

• tn the average transaction time for transaction n.

The total number of services nsvc can be rewritten as
100al

where nproc is the number of active Orbix client/server processes, and nsvc is the average

number of services performed per Orbix client/server process.
For example,
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nproc = I}
~n -3- =3 SVC~f!'aI - ,nsvc

nproc = 2}
~n =6.- = 3 SVC'oIaln svc

The variable P[n] expresses the mean number of times a transaction n is issued during the
execution of 1 service. This equals the occurrence rate of a transaction n, and is calculated
from the steady state diagram or state event model of the service, multiplied with the mean
transaction time in a period of time, calculated from the service traffic profile. The steady
state diagram depicts transactions as states and the probability to enter a state as transitions.
Appendix C shows an example to resolve the occurrence rate P[n] of a single transaction from
a fictive service. The next subsections present the outcomes of this calculation for the objected
services NPfS and NACD.

The request rate per second Rreq is deducted from general queueing theory. This is explained in
conjunction with the section on parameters that apply for the performance strategy.

5.2.1 NPTS

Figure 5-1 depicts the steady state diagram of NPfS as a state/event model.

Figure 5·1 State/event model for NPTS service

Appendix B shows the flow diagrams and the moments where transactions are issued to the
database, which the events from Figure 5-1 are correlated to.

Following the methods shown in Appendix B, the relative occurrence rates are derived from
Figure 5-1:
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P[l] =POI

P[2] = P12 P[I]
1- P92P47 (1- P23)

P[3] = P23P[2]

P[4 A ] =P34 P[3]

P[4 B] = P24 P[2]

P[5] =P45 P[4 A]

P[6] = (1- P23)P46 + P23P34P45P56 P[2]
1-(P61

I
PI

1
6+ P61

2
P1

2
6)

P[7] = P47P[4B]

P[8] = P78 P[7]

P[9] = P79 P[7] + PS9 P[8]

P[A] =P6AP[6]

P[B] = PABP[A]

P[C] = p6cP[6]

P[D] = PCDP[C]

P[E] =PDE P[D]

P[F] = PEFP[E] + P6F P[6]

P[G] =PT.GP[~]
1

P[~] = P61j P[6]

P[I;] =P6T
2
P[6].

Table 5-1

The transition probabilities deducted from the NPTS traffic profile, are listed in Table 5-1,
and the outcomes of the occurrence rates in Table 5-2.

Transition probabilities NPTS

0.9
1
0.99
0.01
0.75

Table 5-2 Absolute occurrence rates for NPTS queries

5.2.2 NACO

Figure 5-2 shows the state/event model for the NACD service.

0.0001
0.0090
0.0090

Figure 5-2

start service

State/event model for NACO service

Appendix B shows the flow diagrams and the moments where transactions are issued to the
database, which the events from Figure 5-1 are correlated to.
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In the same fashion the relative occurrence is given as:

P[1] = POI

P[2] = p12P[l]

P[3] = PI3P[1] + P23P[2] .

P[4] =P34P[3]

P[5] = P45P[4]

The transition probabilities and the derived relative occurrence rates are depicted in Table 5-3
and Table 5-4, respectively.

Transition probabilities NACD

Absolute probability of occurrence for NACD queries

0,855
0,855

5.3 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

A competent performance measurement does not restrict the defmition of performance criteria
and the execution of a single test. To provide a founded base for further research or
applications, the physical limits of the system need to be known. Problems or restrictions
within the system or parts of it, that are not recognized in advance, can have serious (and
harmful) consequences, which are (in applications) difficult to correct afterwards.

To avoid such scenarios, we introduce parameters. A parameter is a (static) variable which is
used to influence the system. The parameters do not limit themselves to the distributed
databases, but cover the complete system, including some applications. Many performance
models split the system in functional subsystems [Apo92]. The most logical separation for our
system architecture (Chapter 4) is link, database, and services. Link and database constitute
the physical part of the system. The inclusion of services in this context is attributed to the
Intelligent Network, which after all is the starting point for this investigation.

The parameters are grouped according to their subsystem.

Link

• Number of concurrent clients licit

The total number of clients running in the distributed database system (i.e. at
client side). The clients run on a Unix server with 2 processors. The maximum
parallel execution is limited to 2 clients. More client processes are multiplexed
over the processors.

• Number of concurrent servers
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The total number of servers running in the distributed database system (i.e. at
server side). The servers run on 4 Windows NT computers with 1 processor
each.

Database

• Number of databases I1cJb

Per computer one Oracle database is exploited.

• Number of servers per database I1svr

The servers are simultaneously logged into the database, and all carry a unique
Session ID (SID) within the database system. This amount equals the quotient of
concurrent servers and number of databases.

• Database size a
The size of the database is controlled by the number of entries accessible for the
client. This is accomplished by the type of IN service and the public it serves.

• Replication algorithm

See Chapter 3.

• Fragmentation strategy

See Chapter 3.

• System configuration (static)

The system configuration concerns the hardware of the computers at both client
and server side (CPU, OS, memory, etc.).

Services

• NACD

Only read transactions (i.e. queries): for a description see Chapter 2.

• NPTS
Both read and write transactions: for a description see Chapter 2.

• Service mixture M svc

A mixture of NACD and NPTS services expressed as a percentage.

The link parameters describe the connection between request generator (client) and request
receiver (server). The client/server combination is mapped on CORBA as presented in
Chapter 4, and forms a good representation of the link.

The number of clients in a client-pool, determines the number of requests fired at the database.
However, as explained in Chapter 4, a client blocks itself until the request has returned from
the server. Hence, the client-pool produces a limited stream of requests. A server in a server
pool, pipes the request to the database. Each database has a dedicated server-pool of size ns•

The maximum number of client-pools matches the number of databases in the distributed
database system.

If the server-pool at one database machine is smaller than the concurrent client-pool, pending
requests are buffered in a queue at the server side. The maximum performance for a fixed
server-pool is gained when no overflow occurs in this buffer. The speed at which the buffer is
emptied, depends on the mean database processing time and the number of servers. An
increase of the server-pool enlarges the total capacity to the database, but oppresses the
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database processing capacity (i.e. occupies system resources), decreasing the performance.
The optimum is settled by measurements.

The preceding client/server descriptions, can also be related to common problems in queueing
theory [Geu93] and [Ap092]. The client-pool resembles the source, that generates requests
according to a probability distribution function (e.g. Poisson, uniform, Gaussian). The link
corresponds to a large queue, that buffers the requests before they are processed in the server.
The single server in the server-pool processes A requests per time unit, regardless of their
origin or the applied distribution function. The mean service time is Es[t]. All A requests leave
the server with a delay time of Es[t], with the same speed. The amount of work done by the
server is IlEs[t]. As Es[t] = 1/J1, this also is the portion of work per time unit. If we level the
amount of work per time unit }JJ1 over time, the occupation rate p = }JJ1. A server in the
server-pool can never be loaded more than its capacity Jl. When m servers are available, the
total capacity becomes mJ1 and the system occupation mp [Geu93].

This queueing theory also provides the method to calculate the request rate per second. The
rate at which requests are generated can be derived using Little's Result [Geu93]. This
theorem states, that the mean number of requests pending in the system (i.e. link + database)
N for a period of time, is a product of It, the request rate, and the mean time a request stays in
the system T: N = AT, and hence the request rate A= Nn.

All parameters for the database subsystem, directly affect the database processing time. The
number of databases adds to the capacity of the database, but also to the complexity of the
distributed system. The replication process, elaborately explained in Chapter 3, suffers from
an increase in databases, as more database inter-processing occurs. This acts negatively upon
the performance of the database system.

The size of the database is expected to have a minor effect on the performance of the Oracle
database, even when write transactions are concerned. Before data is fetched or stored, the
location of the item is resolved. The location of an item in the database is stored in an indexed
table, that goes up to five levels at most (in our situation). A look-up of an item in an indexed
list is negligible compared to a fetch or replacement of data, except if a primary key is
concerned, which never happens in our situation. More is explained in Chapter 6.

The fragmentation strategy is explained in Chapter 3. In our situation, the fragmentation
strategy is fixed and resolved prior to the measurements. We mentioned, that fragmentation
the determines the effect of the replication strategy, and hence decides a little on the
performance.

The system configuration is described in detail in Chapter 6. Of course, the equipment of the
database machines (processing capacity, storage capacity, etc.) highly influences the evoluting
performance rates. The measurement configuration is not subject to change, but is taken into
account and recommended on.

The performance of the distributed database system for different services or mixtures of
services is of great concern to the telecommunications or service provider. It is interesting to
find out, if the performance of the individual services behave independent of each other. Also,
it is an indication, if the capacity of the database system matches the expected employment of
services. The NACD service for example, requires a small set of read-only requests and costs
less than the NPTS service. A relatively large percentage of NPTS services requires greater
strength of the system.
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Another issue in performance measurements for advanced service processing is the service
mixture. The service is the combination of several services processed at the same database
point. It is important to know, how these services influence the mutual transaction processing.
If this is independent of the applied service type, it will be easy to predict future database
usage. Hence, the database can be configured by the expected number of the individual
services.

As a guidance for the service mixture, in [MP95] the performance of the SSP-SCP link was
researched and the load increased for service mixture. The results indicate, that the total load
increases proportionally with the mixed services.

To support an estimation of the service interference, a reference has to be set-up. Therefor, the
performance of the individual services is measured first, and afterwards both services (NPTS
and NACD) are mixed in known proportions.

Of course, the performance of databases is restricted by a lot more parameters like the data
communication protocol, and network configuration (routers, gateways, etc.), but everything
is kept in perspective with the Intelligent Network and low-end computing systems.

5.4 MEASUREMENT CONDITIONS

A measurement stands or falls with the measurement conditions. These conditions provide
rules for samples, and representation of results. The measurement conditions are:

• Steady state system

The steady state after any starting fenomena have died.

• Sample size Ilsmp

The number of sample values, large enough to make legitimate assumptions of
distribution functions and conclusions.

• Probability function f(x)

A discrete distribution is considered, as we will count the appearances of sample
values in an interval.

• Sample mean X and sample variance (J
2

The sample mean measures the average size of a sample. The sample variance
measures the spread or dispersion of the sample values.

• Sample's absolute minimum and maximum, and median

Minumum and maximum samples express the range of a measurement. The
median is the fifth percentile, for which p% of the sample values is smaller and
(lOO-p)% larger.

• Sample distribution function

A graphical representation of f(x).

The measurement results are obtained in the form of samples. A sample is an inspection of the
service rate per second or request rate per second. The conditions in which a sample is
measured, largely determine the reliability of a sample's value. For this reason, the steady
state system and the sample size apply.
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After we obtain a sufficient number of samples, we have to organize them in a comprehensible
way. The probability function perfectly complies with this objective. The probability function
for discrete sample values is defined as [Kre88],

{

PO
f(x)= oj

when x =X j (j =1,2, ... )

otherwise

or,

f(x) =P(X =x).

As a rule, we must have,

-
Lf(xj ) = 1.
j=l

The mean x and variance (52 are,

x= LXjf(xj)
j

(52 =L(Xj _X)2 f(x j ).

j

where the Xj are the sample values for which X has a positive probability.

The individual sample results are sorted in a frequency table and converted to a graphical
(deterministic) probability function.

5.5 MEASUREMENT SET-UP

Up to this point we discussed a more theoretical examination of the performance strategy. The
deterministic character of the performance strategy orders a keen and safe process of purchase
and representation of results. This section explains the measurement set-up, the organization
of outcomes, and the appropriate conditions.

Figure 5-3 illustrates the points in the system configuration, where time measurements are
performed.

lelUn lsvr_out

C Client
S Server DB
DB Database IUnk IDB

lelt_out lsvr_in

Figure 5·3 Time measurement points

This configuration resembles the transaction processing between a single client and server,
from a client- and serverpool respectively. All client/server processing paths are similar
(Chapter 4).
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When a clientprocess fires a request (i.e. transaction), a clienttimer is started (t=tclCou,)' The
arrival of the request at the server (i.e. the ORBIX server) triggers a servertimer (t=tsvUn).

The database receives the transaction, processes it, and returns the result to the server, to stop
the servertimer (t=tsvr_ou,). On receive of the server dispatch, the clienttimer is stopped
(t=tclt in).

Each transaction hence brings forth three timings:

t DB = t svr_out - t svr_in ,

t link = ttotal - t DB =2(tsvr_in - t cit_out) =2(tsvr_out - t clt_in ),

The link is assumed to behave symmetric, i.e. the path does not noticably influence the travel
time. The time to travel up an down the database is called the response time.

Besides the timing points in the system, the time at which the samples are collected is very
important. The proposed calculation of the service rate per second is only valid, if the system
is in steady state. The sample is recorded after starting and before dying phenoma occur.
Figure 5-4 illustrates the steady state definition.

Rreq_irlRreq_out

S.S ;.;...-+----+_.

nsvc

Steady State derivation

The relative quotient of pending and finishing requests defines our steady state (S.S.)
criterium. If more than one client/server combination might inflict a queue at the server side.
The starting sequence has to overcome the queue influence (fluctuation). The relative quotient
is then constant (S.S.), from ninit to njinish, and a number of services is executed until the
required measurement precision is satisfied. The measurement stops when the first server is
idle.

The response times are recursively stored as samples, as shown in Figure 5-5.
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• q
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tmax

t

Time matrix

Along the horizontal axis all transactions q used in NPTS and NACD are registered, and the
vertical axis represents the processing time t (relative to tcleout) in intervals of 1 IDS with a pre
dermed maximum (tmax). Transaction q that takes t IDS to process, raises a score sq(t) at
position (q,t) in the time matrix. In the end, a matrix with scores for combinations of
transactions and times is obtained.

The average time per transaction q is calculated from the time matrix by leveling all scores
over the transaction time:

tmax

2 t Sq(t)
t =~t=~I _

q tmax

2 s/t)
t=1

With these average times the service rate per second is calculated from the earlier proposed
method. The minimum and maximum transaction times are directly read from the matrix.

The load of the system poses a limit to the maximum number of transactions, that can be
transported by the network link and processed by the databases. In general the network is
over-dimensioned, and will not noticeable sway the transaction processing. Most likely, the
database processing limits the maximum number of transactions. Estimated extrapolation of
these measurement results might give an indication of the possible database capacity 0
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6.1

SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENTS

OBJECTIVES

In Chapter 5 a strategy to obtain the performance of distributed databases is discussed. In this
strategy, we have characterised the performance criteria throughput and response time as
service rate per second and request rate per second. Also, we determined which parameters as
relevant for our distributed architecture and specifications, should be observed and what
measurement conditions are employed. This chapter discusses the simulations and results of
actual measurements at the distributed database system. After studying the outcome of these
measurements, it should prove whether or not application of low end computing platforms for
use in a distributed database environment is beneficial.

The chapter is structured as following. First a specified measurement configuration and a plan
of action are described. According to this plan, each measurement is conducted and its results
interpreted afterwards. At the end of this chapter, an overview of the outcomes is provided.

6.2 CONFIGURATION SPECIFICATIONS

This section provides a description of configuration specifications for the performance
measurements in this project. Figure 6-1 gives an overview of the functional entities that exist
within the distributed database architecture.

Leidschendam Groningen

Figure 6-1 Architectural configuration

The liable entities within this configuration are:

• One Unix system;

• The operational network between Leidschendam and Groningen;
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• Four Personal Computers (PCs).

The hardware and software specifications for each functionality are organised in Table 6-1.

Hardware and software specifications

Specifications Unix system Network PC

Hardware

Type Sun Sparcstation 20 ISDN Compaq DeskPro
Processor 2 x TI TMS390Z55 1 x Intel Pentium
Clock speed (MHz) 66 90
Memory (MB) 196 32
Harddisk (GB) 8 1

Software

Operating system SunOS Release 4.0 Windows NT 3.51
System V Release

4.0
Database management system Oracle Release 7.2
Bandwidth (Mb) 2
Communications Orbix 2.0 + TCP/IP Orbix 2.02 +

TCP/IP

The distributed CORBA architecture (Figure 4-10) is mapped on this hardware configuration.

1. The request generator (Manager, Figure 4-10) is executed on the Unix system as
are the Orbix clients.

2. The ORB uses TCPIIP and the network as information transport protocol and
mechanism, respectively

3. The processing Orbix servers and the Oracle databases are situated at the personal
computers.

6.3 PLAN OF AC"nON

The plan of action schedules the conducted performance measurements. These are conducted
for different configurations of the performance parameters (Chapter 5). The influence of
modifications in these parameters on the performance of the distributed database configuration
is observed. This way, a recommendation on the applicability of distributed databases is
acquired. Table 6-2 recapitulates the subjected performance parameters and the values they
take.

Table 6-2

50

Configuration of performance parameters

Parameter Confie.uration
Number of Orbix clients nelt 1 - 10
Number of Orbix servers nsvr 1 - 10
Amount of databases ndb 1-4
Size of distributed database a (Mb) 1.2 - 180 (184.8 for service mixture)
Replication algorithm synchronous/asynchronous
Fragmentation strategy only vertical, not horizontal
IN-service NACD-NPTS
IN-service mix NACDINPTS (%) 100/0 - 0/100
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Table 6-3 shows the list of performed measurements. An index with the performed
measurements and its general specifications can be found in Appendix E.

Measurement plan

Measurement Replication IN-service ndb nclt

reference none NPTS 1 1
NACD 1 1
mix NPTSINACD 1 1

synchronous synchronous NPTS 1-4 I-tO
NACD 1-4 I-tO
mix NPTSINACD 1-4 I-tO

asynchronous asynchronous NPTS 1-4 I-tO
NACD 1-4 I-tO
mix NPTSINACD 1-4 I-tO

The number of Orbix clients nc/t is equal to the number Orbix servers nsvr for all
measurements. From this point on, this is also referred to as the number of client/server
processes.

The size of the databases is altered according to the installed IN-service (Table 6-4).

Database size related to IN-service

IN-service Database size (Mb)
Minimum Maximum

NPTS 1.2 4.8
NACD 45 180
mixture 46.2 184.8

The minimum database size is practised if one database machine is active, and each extra
database linearly increases the database size until the maximum for four databases is reached.
The database size for IN-service mixture is a combination of both service sizes, independent
of the number of client/server processes. The database size of NACD is significantly larger
than NPTS, because the Callerlnfo table contains 100.000 CLI entries.

6.3.1 NUMERICAL RESULTS

Appendix E also includes numerical results: the 'average total time', the 'average server time',
and the 'average ORB time' for the individual transactions, referring to ttotal, tDB, and tUnk of
Chapter 5, respectively. Remember, these time measurement points (Figure 5-3) operate as
following.

1. Stopwatch 'total' starts when the transaction enters the ORB.

2. Stopwatch 'server' starts when the server starts execution of a transaction as an
embedded SQL-statement.

3. Stopwatch 'server' stops as soon as the server accepts the answer from the Oracle
database.

4. Stopwatch 'total' stops when as the client receives the transaction result from the
ORB.

Thus, the ORB time equals the time for a transaction to enter the ORB (i.e., call the operation
in the stub), the routing to the specified database machine, leave the ORB again, and invoke
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the object implementation operation (i.e., SQL-command). A very important notice on this, is
that the 'server' stopwatch actually measures the complete Oracle database process as the
Windows NT scheduler look at it.

MEASUREMENT PRECISION

The precision of a measurement highly determines if the results are reliable and consequently
if the drawn conclusions are justified. If the precision exceeds a limit, which can be checked
by the variance in the result values, the measurements must be seriously doubted. The allowed
variance must be given a value which the measurement precision is restricted to.

The variance in the individual transaction times is calculated for a few characteristic
measurements.

1. The reference measurement.

2. The heaviest loaded measurement configurations that is expected to exhibit the
most fluctuating results.

Not all measurement variances could be processed, because time was lacking. The average
time for one measurement and 20000 executed calls aggregated approximately one hour.

The required measurement precision is achieved by taking the total number of executed calls
large enough. This way, all transactions occur in the proportions according to the steady state
occurrence rates (see Chapter 5 or Appendix C). A disadvantage of this approach is, that the
average times of scarcely requested transactions are less precise. However, low occurrence
rates have minor effect on the service rate per second (steady state, Chapter 5), and hardly
influence the outcomes. This is shown later.

6.4 REFERENCE MEASUREMENT

The purpose of the reference measurement to provide a guidance for following measurements.
All performance measurements for the distributed database system are compared to this
reference result.

Our reference measurement obtains the maximum performance of a single, stand-alone
database engine without application of any replication strategy. Thus, in this configuration
there is no relation with other databases, and no update information is passed. The number of
servers that pass embedded SQL-commands to the Oracle database determines the maximum
performance. We try to include as many servers as possible and then review the influences of
this strategy.

The resulting service and request rate per second versus the number of Orbix servers running
at the single database for the reference measurement, are displayed in Figure 6-2. Remark,
that the measurement with one Orbix server represents an absolute reference, i.e., it represents
the maximum capacity of one client/server pair, a reference for the performance of Orbix
running under Windows NT.
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Reference Measurement
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Figure 6·2 Total throughput vs. number of Orbix servers per database

From the graphics we observe the following:

• The service and request rates (remind, the request rate can also be written as the
number of transactions per second) converge to a maximum for 6 servers
simultaneously connected to the database. The capability limits of the computer
system are reached, and a performance increase is only feasible if the system is
enhanced. At this point, it is not possible to blame a specific piece of hardware or
software. Some further testing is needed to detect this.

• The request rate for two Orbix servers shows an unexpected peak. A presumable
cause can be the load distribution of the two processors in the Unix machine. If one
client process is active, one Unix processor is used. Two client processes occupy
both processors, but they do not interfere with each other. Three or more processes
are spread over the two processors, who now have to switch between two or more
processes spaces. The performance for two processes is best, because one process
not fully uses the available processing power, and three or more processes oppress
the processing capacity. To verify this assumption, the measurements for 1,2 and 3
Orbix servers are repeated on a host machine using only one processor. The results
(Appendix E) do not exhibit a peak for two simultaneous processes anymore, but a
continuous increase.

The numerical results in Appendix E.l (see also graph in Figure 6-3), show us:

• The average times of write transactions are a factor 2.3 to 4 larger than average
times of read transactions. Considering the different actions needed for a read
(select, commit, insert history) or write transaction (select, update, commit, insert
history), also mentioned in Appendix A, the 'update' action consumes the largest
time slice of a write transaction process.
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Reference measurement
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Figure 6-3 Average times of read and write transaction vs. number of Orbix servers

• The average times of write transactions increase steeper than the read transaction
times. The effect of this behaviour indicates, that read transactions suffer less from
the extra burden on the processing capacity of the pes than write transactions.

• The construction of a transaction definitely influences the average time at the
database. Optimisation is becoming a necessity when the system is heavy loaded.

e.g.: The putFraud_info transaction executes three write actions conveyed in a
single request, but is smaller if compared to three single write transactions. This
is an example of transaction optimisation (Appendix E.2).

• The average ORB time increases linearly with every additional server (Figure 6-4).
A very reasonable explanation is found in the operation procedures of Windows
NT's process scheduler (clarified below).

Number of OBservers

Figure 6-4
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6.4.1 PROCESS SCHEDULER

The scheduler of an operating system decides in what sequence and for how long processes are
granted permission to execute operations with:, the CPU. Windows NT supports true multi
tasking with pre-emptive, priority-based scheduling and time-sliced round-robin scheduling
within a priority level [Han93]. This means, that multiple processes can be active at the same
time, but not truly in parallel. Instead, a scheduler process 'arranges' the processes before
hand based on a priority they are given by the operating system or system engineer, and in
proportion assigns time-slices to these processes.

Round-robin scheduling can be imagined as travelling around a closed circuit of chained
process times (Figure 6-5). Mter each tum the same schedule is repeated, unless extra
processes are appended. Then, the schedule is rearranged as are the processing times.

ORACLESYS Orbix Serversrl.-__tSy_s_.........__tor_ac_le__~

Figure 6-5 Round-robin process scheduling

Besides regular Windows NT processes (SYS in Figure 6-5), our measurement configuration
at each database machine runs a database management server (Oracle), which processes and
executes the database requests, and the Orbix servers. Of the additional processes, the
database management server holds the highest priority and the Orbix servers all have a same
lower priority. Consequently, the database management server consumes the largest amount of
time and the Orbix servers is given a much smaller period of time.

Let us now reconsider the linear increase in ORB times each time a new Orbix server is added.
The extra server brings about a new process that has to be scheduled, and given process time.
Therefore, all active processes, including the Orbix server processes, must trade a piece of
their processing time. The explicit result is, that every Orbix server process now needs more
time to complete its actions, because it has to wait a longer time for its tum. As this applies
for all server processes, the average time a transaction spends in the server, is equally raised,
which is the result of Figure 6-4.

If we would extrapolate the measurement results of Figure 6-4 to zero Orbix servers, we
would obtain the time consumed in the network and the ORB, which equals about 7-12 ffiS.

The mean ping time, during a measurement equals 7 ffiS. A ping sends a short message (64
bytes) to a requested machine, which immediately bounces the request. Hence, the ping time
measures pure network overhead. The effective overhead induced by the ORB would be a few
milliseconds. Of course, this is not the safest and most precise measurement of the average
ORB time, but is merely an estimation.

Remark, that the precision of the database measurements at the client side is getting lower as
the ORB times increase relatively to the server times. Then, the database processing times
become insignificant noise compared to the total time spent both on the network and in the
database machines (as a Windows NT process).

Another aspect of Windows NT which might in the end put a burden on the database system,
is the maximum number of processes that can be concurrently scheduled before instabilities
occur. The limit is estimated at 50 simultaneously running instances. This value is indicated
not through any official literature, but by people who experienced Windows NT in practice.
Perhaps, future releases of the operating system enhance its capabilities.
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6.5 SYNCHRONOUS REPLlCA"nON

The aspects of the synchronous replication strategy (Chapter 3) are repeated to refresh our
minds.

• Maintains strict data consistency at all times;

• Causes single point of failure if an irreversible error occurs at any arbitrary
moment;

• Has low performance compared to asynchronous replication, because of the Two
Phase Commit protocol.

The performance results for synchronous replication hence give the lowest performance limit
of the distributed database system, and the total absence of any replication the highest. The
asynchronous replication is expected to perform between these variants.

The measurement configuration consists of a distributed database existing of four replicating
sites. Within this configuration 2, 3 or 4 databases are queried. The results are shown in
Figure 6-6, 6-8 and 6-9, respectively.

For 2 queried databases, the performance results are shown in Figure 6-6. The number of
Orbix servers represents the amount at the individual databases, but the throughput equals the
total of all (2) databases.
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Figure 6-6

Number of Orbix servers

Total throughput vs. number of Orbix servers per database

The performance is expected to become better, if only two databases would replicate their data
instead of four (see remark above), because there are less nodes that have to be updated
resulting in shorter update times and system idleness. Due to the quite elaborate modifications
on all databases, this configuration could not be constructed in time, but is recommended in
future measurements.

From Figure 6-6 and Appendix E we observe:

• The service and request rate gradually increase until no more servers could be
activated (yet) on the database machines. The cause is probably lying in lack of
execution memory. The system's capacity is not yet reached, as the increase does
not yet converge to a limit.
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• The average times during which write transactions are processed, are extremely
large compared to average times of read transactions: a factor 20 to 30. A write
transaction modifies database information, which is replicated in all other three
databases. A write transaction hence costs a lot of time to complete.

Compared to the reference measurement, we also notice

• The maximum throughput using synchronous replication is equal if 4 Orbix servers
are active, compared to 7 Orbix servers in the reference measurement. This is of
utmost importance, as this shows the performance advantage of distributed
databases over the use of a centralised database.

• The performance of one server process on two database machines each, is lower
than the conforming reference measurement. The request rate is not as high, which
is a direct result of the longer write transaction times, and consequently influences
the service rate per second.

• The performance increase for the second server is stronger. There is still a
reasonable amount of not utilised system capacity. This confirms our assumption
that the maximum performance of the reference measurement was limited by the
computer's capacity.

• The average ORB time increases linearly with the number of active Orbix servers
(Figure 6-7). The timings are almost exactly equalling the reference measurement's,
which confirms our assumptions about the Windows NT process scheduler.
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Figure 6-7

Number of Orbix servers

Average ORB time over 3 databases vs. number of Orbix servers per database

The average ORB times are derived from the read transactions (see Appendix B.2). The write
transactions exhibit large deviations if more than one server per database is activated. This
phenomena cannot be declared, and needs further investigation.

For 3 queried databases, the performance results are shown in Figure 6-8. The number of
Orbix servers represents the amount at the individual databases, but the throughput equals the
total of all (3) databases.
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Total throughput vs. number of Orbix servers per database

From Figure 6-8, we observe

• The maximum service and request rate have grown compared to the previous
configuration with a factor 4/3 compared to a relative database increase of 3/2.

• The previous perceptions on the mean ORB time and the differences between read
and write transactions, still hold.

For 4 queried databases, the performance results are shown in Figure 6-9. The number of
Orbix servers represents the amount at the individual databases, but the throughput equals the
total of all (4) databases.
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Total throughput vs. number of Orbix servers per database

From Figure 6-9, we observe

• At the moment, the maximum performance is attained for 4 Orbix servers, but is
higher than the equivalent performance result for 3 databases: approximately 4/3.

• The previous perceptions on the mean ORB time and the differences between read
and write transactions, still hold.
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Since we dealt with all database configurations, a comparison between the synchronously
replicated distributed database system and the reference measurement is made. Figure 6-10
shows the comparison for 1, 2, 3 and 4 Orbix servers.
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Figure 6-10 Total service rate per second vs. number ofservers per database

The first bar graph repeats the reference measurement. The most important conclusions we
reduce from this figure and earlier observations, are listed below.

1. An increasing number of synchronously replicated databases, improves the
performance of the distributed database system over the performance of a single
unreplicated database (i.e. reference measurement).

2. As far as we can overlook the situation, the distributed database system is not
linearly scaleable in the meaning that an extra database increases the performance
with the performance of a single database (general phenomenon).

6.6 ISSUES ON ASYNCHRONOUS REPLICATION

The asynchronous replication strategy could not be tested, caused by problems with the
replication schemes of the database software. However, it is expected that the performance of
the distributed database system will be better than synchronous replication (see Chapter 3),
perhaps omitting data consistency. However, we can determine the upper limit for the
database performance of asynchronous replication, if we measure the performance of four
unreplicated databases. We As there is no need for updates of information in these four
databases, the performance will always be better than strategies that us~ replication.

Figure 6-11 shows the performance results for 1 (reference measurement), 2, 3 and 4
unreplicated databases, all running one client/server process.
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Unreplicated databases
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Throughput vs. number of unreplicated databases running one client/server process

The maximum throughput of asynchronous replication strategies in the distributed database
system is 20 services per second or 121 requests per second.

6.7 DATABASE SIZE

One objective of the performance strategy is to determine the performance depending on the
database size. Before we state any conclusions on this subject, we take a look at the general
construction of database tables and how a data item is fetched from the database.

In Chapter 3 we mentioned, that the fragmentation strategy groups relevant data into tables,
because of performance issues. However, a data fetch will still cost a lot of time if the table
size is enormous. Another general mechanism improves the performance of data fetches from
a table1. Figure 6-12 shows the mechanism to lookup a table item and retrieve it from the
database.

Index
table

Database
table

Figure 6-12
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Indexing of database field and data lookup procedure

1 Oracle also caches data for smooth and faster processing
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An indexed list is generated for a particular field in the table (this may be one or more fields),
whose contents exist of a pointer to the contents of a data field.

The data lookup proceeds as following:

1. A request for data in our demonstrator contains a key, which indicates the requested
item (see Appendix A). This key is also stored in the database in an indexed list (a
hashtable).

2. The indexed list contains pointers to real data items (values). This construction is
advised, since it is much faster to search for an item in an organised list instead of
scrolling through the complete database table.

3. After lookup of the pointer, the data value can be fetched straight away.

The most important advantage of this method is the gain in time c9mpared to a table search.

The size of the database is expected not to influence the performance of the databases
dramatically. The lookup of a pointer in an indexed table, no matter how large (0.1
millisecond) is still faster than the retrieve of data from the table (milliseconds), because of the
indexed table's structure, which is implemented like a tree. This saves the database from
running along a endless list of indexes and constitutes the time profit.

6.8 REMARKS

The measurements could be performed only once, because of lack of time. This indicates that
not the average of the performance results is obtained, but a snapshot for the circumstances. It
is recommended,. that all measurements are repeated to make sure the conclusions are
definitely valid.

6.9 EXTRAPOLATION OF THE RESULTS

The measurements for synchronously replicated databases clearly show a performance
increase relative to the reference measurement. The performance of the investigated distributed
database system is liable to become better if the certain aspects are improved (see below).

Logically, the performance increase stops at a certain point, most likely due to the load the
replication strategy inflicts on the system, because the timings for write transactions will
increase and at one moment become unacceptably large. The users or subscribers might not
longer be satisfied with the solutions, then.

At the moment, the performance bottleneck lies at the computer systems. We noticed, that for
all measurements a limited number of Orbix servers could log in on the Oracle database. This
is not due to Oracle limitations (Oracle supports up to 150 simultaneously logged in users),
but a result of inadequate processing capacity (memory and/or processor).

Optimisation of transactions is recommended, especially when the overhead of the network
and the server processing is large. As they form another throughput bottleneck, write
transactions should be carefully studied before application. This speeds up the request per
second rate and as a result of a smaller collection of transactions needed to complete a IN
service, the service per second rate also increases.
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The overhead of the ORB and network stays within limits, but should be reckoned with if the
average transaction times decrease. The largest overhead is situated within the computer, and
will diminish after expansion of the processing capacity.

For professional application of a distributed database system constituted of personal
computers, the performance of the presently employed high performance computing centres
(HPC-centres) must be met. The 06-switching central in Rotterdam is an example of a HPC
centre implemented for IN-services, which processes about 100 number translation services
per second.

In this report we did not earlier mention the number translation service, whose only (read)
transaction fetches a public telephone number. In other words, the request rate per second in
the 06-switching central also matches 100. It should be remarked, that this value also includes
all SSP and SCP actions, but the SCP and SDP are closely coupled and no network overhead
is introduced!

Comparison to this performance rate still justifies the thought of replacing this IN
environment with a distributed database system, because the request rate for our present
system configuration lies between 68 and 121 requests per second, and can only grow.

With the present limitations, it is difficult to extrapolate the performance results. The first
cause lies in the unacceptable time difference between the client and database when the
database load increases strongly. This puts the outcomes in a noisy perspective. The second
reason, are the unreliable database times for write transactions if the number of databases
increases, and accentuates our first point. For future measurements it is recommended to skip
any network entities and make the time measurement algorithm at the database side much
more efficient to save processing capacity.
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7 CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

This report evaluates the performance of distributed databases with application to the
Intelligent Network. In this chapter, a short overview of the recent situation is sketched. The
conclusions to support adherent research activities with respect to the key issue are drawn in
section 7.2. Section 7.3 provides recommendations and issues for future study regarding the
application of distributed databases in an Intelligent Network environment and introduction of
Common ORB Architectures (CORBA).

7.1 OVERVIEW

The subject of this thesis originated from the IT Strategies project, that investigates the
possibilities of recently developed information technologies for use in telecommunication
sectors. Introduction of personal computers as the instruments within high level computing
environments is such a technology.

The objective of this thesis is to analyse the performance of a distributed database system built
of low-end computing platforms to serve as a service data point in intelligent networks
(Chapter 2). A second novelty is the introduction of transparently distributed, interoperating
objects that perform the necessary database operations from the service control point. The
properties of the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) are utilised to
establish this (Chapter 4).

On top of the Common ORB Architecture four Oracle databases operate. Fragmentation of
the database tables provides the initial database performance. Data consistency, the primary
requirement of distributed database handling, is maintained through synchronous and
asynchronous replication of dynamic records. These aspects determine the maximum
performance of the distributed databases to a high degree (Chapter 3).

The simulations and measurements are translated from a performance strategy that accounts
for all dependencies in distributed databases (Chapter 5). The outcomes of these
measurements resulted in the conclusions for this research project.

7.2 CONCLUSIONS

The measurement results sustained that a distributed database system improves the system's
overall performance compared to a single database entity. The measurement plan of action
intended three basic configurations: the reference measurement, synchronous - and
asynchronous replication measurements.

The reference provided the initial performance outcomes as comparison material for following
tests. Without replication the database performance already expressed the capability of
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ordinary personal computers as a sophisticated computing centre. Although the system
configuration in an early stadium revealed its restrictions, higher performance rates are within
range.

Synchronous replication seriously loads the database and tests the processing capacities of
Windows NT. Still, the performance of the replicated distributed database improved.
Comparison to the reference showed an increasing throughput if databases are added:
transaction processing at four databases doubled the throughput. The most important
influence of synchronous replication is the dramatic increase of average write transaction
times, whereas the read transactions are not affected.

The performance of the system as perceived by the user is translated as the response time of
the individual transactions. From experimental observations we may conduct, that the
response time between user interactions is limited to a few seconds. This can be corrected by
transactions optimisation.

Asynchronous replication could, unfortunately, not be verified by measurements. We could,
though, determine the upper boundary of the performance range, which is settled by an
unreplicated distributed database system. The ensued results demonstrated a maximum
performance of at least three times compared to the reference measurement. The asynchronous
replication is expected perform better than the synchronous replication, which consequently
settles the lower limit of the performance.

With respect to all measurement results, we annotate a few general remarks. The distributed
database performance is restricted by the computer system's capacity. The current
configuration is adequate to provide an initial guidance, but enhancement of memory and
central processing unit clarify the possibilities of personal computers and the quality of the
management system for distributed databases.

One important aspect of distributed databases considers its scaleability. The unreplicated
database system showed a linear performance increase for a linear increasing number of
databases. The synchronous replication is partially scaleable, meaning that the performance
increases linearly, but on top of some constant expression. The performance of asynchronous
replication probably behaves similar, but ascends steeper.

We do not know, to what extent new databases can be added without degrading performance.
The present limitations forbid precise extrapolation of the performance results. One cause lies
in the unacceptable time difference between the client and database when the database load
increases strongly. This puts the outcomes in a noisy perspective. A second reason, are
unreliable server times for write transactions if the number of databases increases, which
accentuates the first cause. The third and last reason is the incomplete asynchronous
measurements.

7.3 RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Regarding application to Intelligent Networks

Application of distributed databases in intelligent networks is certainly
recommended if little requests to write information are issued from the Service
Control Point. Database read times show little variance and are reliable, but
write transactions put a serious burden on the database performance, and should
be avoided or optimised. Extrapolation for IN-services other than NPTS or
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NACD depends on the construction of the transactions (optimisation) and their
type (read/write).

Also, the current stability of the applied software must be improved before
utilisation in professional environments is reachable. Still, too many errors
occurred from Oracle during transaction processing, and Windows NT regularly
reported memory problems.

Regarding the application of Orbix

The application of Orbix as a CORBA implementation to connect the distributed
databases with the service control point, proved very useful. Initially, the stability
of the Orbix daemon gave some annoying problems, but eventually the
application ran perfect. The definition and design of the interface for IN-services
and the object implementations using embedded SQL, are highly recommended.

The individual databases should be provided with the same generic interface, so
only a single implementation has to be written.

Regarding future measurements

The assumptions on asynchronous replication must be verified through
measurements.

To save execution memory, and yield automatic adaptation of the database
servers to the actual load, multithreading serves are recommended. This was not
possible up to now because of limitations in Oracle.

More measurements should be conducted to obtain more precise results. Due to
insufficient time, the measurements for this report are executed only once.

To avoid unnecessary influence of network entities, client and servers must be
kept closely together. This way, the precise overhead of the ORB is obtained and
can be reconsidered.

The time measurement algorithm at the database side did not function optimal. It
is recommended to apply the same measurement memory logging as at the client
side. This saves precious processing capacity, because harddisk I/O is
abandoned.

Regarding distributed database management

The influences on the performance for real distribution of data, i.e. spread data
tables over the included databases for geographical reasons, should be
researched. Consequently, the horizontal fragmentation strategy has to be
modified.

The number of synchronously replicated databases should equal the number of
requested databases, to determine the exact performance of pure synchronous
replication.

Reliability and availability are not considered in this report, but are requirements
for distributed databases before professional operation.
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A TRANSACTION PROCESSING

With advanced telecommunications services, such as in Intelligent Networks, processing
characteristics differ greatly from those of voice services. Processing these advanced services,
for example database access, is similar to transaction processing in computer networks.
Chapter 5 covers the performance strategy for the (distributed) databases and announced the
throughput and response time as the most important criteria to express database performance.
As a service can be dismantled in database transactions, we could also measure the transaction
rate per second as a more common approach to performance measurement. We also describe
this criterion as request rate per second. This section discusses transaction processing in
relation to the database accesses when executing IN-services and on this point, reviews two
advanced IN services, NACD and NPTS.

TableA-1

As explained in Chapter 2, information is retrieved from the Service Data Point (SDP) utilising
read transactions (or queries) and write transactions. The first group of transaction gets data
from, the latter one puts data in the database. The main difference is in the number of internal
database actions [TTT94]. A regular transaction that reads data, exists of three SQL
(Structured Query Language) instructions: select, commit and insert. On the contrary, a write
transaction demands four instructions: select, update. commit and insert. Hence. a write action
takes a longer time to process. Especially the 'update' action is time consuming as explained in
Chapter 3. The total number of instructions can be described by 3R+4W. Here. Rand W
represent the number of write and read accesses per transaction [TTT94].

In Table A-I the transactions adherent to the services NACD and NPTS are sorted out, and
teaches us some interesting facts.

Transaction processing characteristics for NACD and NPTS

Noticing the total transactions, Table A-I shows that NACD is a relative simple service when
compared to NPTS. This is also noticed from the diagrams in Appendix B, that outline the
state/event models for the services. Impressive is the rigorous difference in write queries, which
are time consuming: NPTS requires 50% write transactions, and NACD nil. This is expected to
put the heaviest burden on the NPTS service, besides the number of necessarily issued
transactions. Another drawback of transaction processing in distributed systems which
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influences both services, is the necessity, that a transaction is executed at every required node
in the system. If this is not met, all transaction results are rolled back.

Excessive processing times can, however, be diminished, if the transactions are optimised. In
the optimisation process, the atomic transactions are combined in more powerful expressions.
If we take a look at the syntax of atomic transactions, we recognise key/value pairs:

(in <Key>, out <Value» read,

(in <Key>, in <Value» write.

A transaction supplies single fragments of information at a time. This way, the database needs
a minimum of processing intelligence, but suffers from performance when a lot of transactions
are needed to complete one service. With advanced service processing and increasing network
traffic, this problem is unavoidable. Optimisation partially relieves the overflow of single
transactions.

Transaction optimisation has several benefits:

1. more information, supplied by a single transaction, is processed,

2. the total number of transactions is reduced,

3. the networking overhead decreases.

Consider the syntax of an optimised query,

(in <Key!>, , in <Keym>, out <ValueI>, ... , out <Valuen»

(in <Key!>, , in <Keyp>, in <ValueI>, ... , in <Valueq»

or,

read,

write,

(in <Key!>, ... , in <Keym>, in <KeyI>, ... , in <Keyp>, in <Value!>, ... , in
<Valueq>, out <Value!>, ... , out <Valuen» readlwrite.

The higher number of input values causes an instant increase in information processing in the
database. Consequently, the number of keys grows if the intelligence is kept at the client (SCP).
On the other hand the number of transactions diminishes, resulting in less network traffic, and
enabling more transactions (and services) to be processed simultaneously.

An example of optimisation is shown in Figure A-I. The NACD service is programmed within
the Basic Call State Model (BCSM) using Service Independent Building Blocks (SillS)1, which
among others perform operations to the database (SDP). The BCSM provides the first input,
which the Sill uses to determine the next state and acquires information from the SDP. This
information is processed and the result is used for the next step until the service ends.

The optimisation is admissible for the last three queries (Figure A-I):

(in RegionData, in CLI, out RegionInd) read,

(in IntervaIData, in RegionInd, out FirstLevId) read,

(in QueueChoice, in FirstLevId, out QueueId) read.

The result could look like:

(in Regiondata, in CLI, in IntervaIData, in QueueChoice, in FirstLevId, out QueueId)
read.

A reduction of 2 queries is achieved in this case.
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Legend.:

Appendix Transaction Processing

query ({fieldJ,lsearch_key»
query result ({field_con/enl»

SDP

FigureA-1

$ request query (Tariff. Subscrld)

: indicate

query result (Tarlrrrype) respond S
confirm

E~
:

premium rate query (BarredCLI, CLI)

query result (Admitted) EJ
exit B play announcement

query (ReglonData, CLI)

query result (Regionlnd) B
S :

:
query (IntervalData. Regionlnd)

query result (FirslLevld) S
:

B query (QueueChoice. FlrstLevld

query resuH (Queueld) 8
exit 8 determine queue stalus

& play announcement

Transaction process of NACD

The example we discussed, is one of the many possible improvements. It is beyond the scope of
this thesis to explain all ins and outs of transaction processing and optimisation. Our approach
is not at all perfect, but the practised simplicity was a necessary requirement under the
circumstances.
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B SERVICE DYNAMIC MODELS

This appendix presents the dynamic models of the IN services NACD (complete and the
practised version), and NPTS (subscriber operations and incoming call). The dynamics are in
the decision making and following state/event procedures.

B.1 COMPLETE NACO

y

n
f-------+le exn OK

'--_.,....-_--J

Set up connection I pick up phone

n

y premium y

Calling nr barred ?

other

other

Check region

standard

other

Check interval

standard

y

Get resource id Resource1 free?

n
y

Queue defined? Get queue Id

Figure 8-1 Dynamic model of complete NACO service
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8.2 PRACTISED NACO

o begin

.>-+-_.....
exitNOK

freephone. split rate y

'---,.--------./ n
premium

,.-'------......

end OK

Figure B-2 Dynamic model of limited NACD service

8.3 NPTS INCOMING CALL

o begin call

• exitNOK

Figure B-3 Dynamic model of NPTS incoming call
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B.4

Appendix Service Dynamic Models
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Figure 8-4

continue OldINOK

Dynamic model ofNPTS for operations issued by NPTS subscriber
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c STEADY STATE CALCULATIONS

The services per second rate is calculated from the mean transaction times. The basic equation
is:

ttotaJ =nsve (P[l]t1 +P[2]t2 +..·..+P[n]tn ),total

where

• nsve the number of total executed services,,otal

• ttotaJ the total time needed to execute nsve services,,otal

• P[n] the relative occurrence rate of query n in a service, and

• tn the average transaction time for query n.

The services per second rate Rsve is

R = nsve,otal = 1
sve ttotaJ P[1]t1 + P[2]t2 +.....+P[n]tn

1
n

LP[j]tj
j=l

The total number of services nsve can be rewritten as
1OI0t

where nproc is the number of active Orbix client/server processes, and ifsvc is the average

number of services performed per Orbix client/server process.

The variable P[n] expresses the mean number of times a transaction n is issued during the
execution of 1 service. This is equal to the occurrence rate of a transaction, calculated from the
steady state diagram or state event model of the service, multiplied with the mean transaction
time in a period of time, calculated from the service traffic profile. The steady state diagram
depicts transactions as states and the probability to enter a state as transitions. An example is
given in Figure C-l.
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star! service

o

Figure C-1 Example of Steady State occurrence rates

Table C-t

In the steady state diagram, define each transition with a probability, i.e. the transition of state j
to n is quoted as pjn. The relative occurrence of query n is obtained by multiplying pjn with the
relative probability of query j.

This procedure is repeated for PU] until every feedback is processed.

For the example of Figure C-I, this results in the following relative occurrence rates:

P[1] = POI + P6l P[6]

P[2] = P12P[l]

P[3] = P13P[l]

P[4] = P24P[2]

P[5] = P35P[3]

P[6] = P56P[5]

P[7] = P47 P[4] + P57 P[5].

P[l] is coupled as a feedback and can be rewritten as,

P[l] = POI
1- P61P56P35P13

The transition probabilities are retrieved from a traffic profile for the given service. Suppose a
traffic profile such as the one in Table C-l is operated.

Transition probabilities example

1
0.2
0.8

1

The concluding occurrence rate for each single transaction (relative to the number of executed
services nsvc ) , is mirrored in Table C-2.

1Qtal
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Table C-2

Appendix Steady State Calculations

Absolute probability of occurrence for example transactions

1.22
0.12
1.10
0.12
1.10
0.22
1.00

For example, P[ll=1.22 indicates, that transaction 1 is executed 1.22 times per executed
service, average.
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D IDL LISTINGS

0.1 NPTS

II File npts.idl, version 1.1
II Author: J.P.M. van Osch
II Date: May 1996
II
II Interface definition for remote SDP in Groningen for the service
NPTS.
II
II IDL

interface NPTS {
exception error {string reason; };

1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

} ;

void checkCLI (in string<10> CLI, out boolean Admitted) raises
(error) ;
voidgetPTN_blocking_status (in string<8> PTN, out char
blocking_status) raises (error);
void getPUN (in string<3> PTN, out string<4> PUN) raises (error);
void getPIN (in string<3> PTN, out string<4> PIN) raises (error);
void unblockPTN (in string<3> PTN) raises (error);
void resetCounter (in string<3> PTN) raises (error);
void raiseCounter (in string<3> PTN, out short Nr) raises (error);
void blockPTN (in string<3> PTN) raises (error);
void putFraud_info (in string<3> PTN, in string<4> PIN, in
string<10> CLI) raises (error);
void checkPresentation (in string<3> PTN, out char
Presentation_information) raises (error);
void checkRestricted (in string<3> PTN, in string<10> B_nr, out
boolean Restricted_address) raises (error);
void checkForbidden_Loc (in string<10> CLI, out boolean Forbidden)
raises (error);
void checkInhibited_Loc (in string<10> CLI, out boolean Inhibited)
raises (error);
void putLocation (in string<3> PTN, in string<10> CLI) raises
(error);
void putRegistration (in string<3> PTN, in boolean
Registration_status) raises (error);
void putPIN (in string<3> PTN, in string<4> PIN) raises (error);

void checkPTN (in string<3> PTN, out boolean existPTN) raises
(error);
void checkRegistration (in string<3> PTN, out boolean
Registration_status) raises (error);
void getLocation (in string<3> PTN, out string<10> Location)
raises (error);
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0.2 NACO

II File nacd.idl, version 1.2
II Author: J.P.M. van Osch
II Date: April 1996
II
II Interface definition for remote SDP in Groningen for service NACD.
II
II IDL

interface NACD {
exception error {string reason; };

1 void checkTariff (in string<10> Subscrld, out char TariffType)
raises (error);

2 void checkCLI (in string<10> CLI, out char Admitted) raises
(error);

3 void getRegionlndex (in string<10> CLI, out string<3> Regionlnd)
raises (error);

4 void getGroupld (in string<10> Subscrld, in string<3> Regionlnd,
out string<10> FirstLevld) raises (error);

5 void checkQueue (in string<10> Subscrld, in string<10> FirstLevld,
out char Queueld) raises (error);

} ;
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Table E-1

MEASUREMENT RESULTS

This appendix supplies the interested reader with the numerical results of the conducted
performance measurements. Table E-l shows a measurement index and the general
specifications.

Measurement index and general specifications

Meas. name Repl. IN-sve. Sve. mix nclt nsvr ndb DB-size (Mb) Tot. calls Rsvc Rreq
nulmeting_1 a none NPTS none 1 1 1 1.2 10000 5.11 25.6

nulmeting_2a none NPTS none 2 2 1 1.2 10000 6.33 38.0

nulmeting_3a none NPTS none 3 3 1 1.2 10000 6.79 33.9
nulmeting_4a none NPTS none 4 4 1 1.2 10000 7.21 36.0

nulmeting 5a none NPTS none 5 5 1 1.2 10000 7.22 36.1
nulmeting_6a none NPTS none 6 6 1 1.2 10000 7.31 36.5

nulmeting3a none NPTS none 7 7 1 1.2 10000 7.31 36.5

meting_2a sync. NPTS none 1 1 2 2.4 20000 3.35 20.1
meting_2b sync. NPTS none 2 2 2 2.4 20000 5.71 34.3
meting_2c sync. NPTS none 3 3 2 2.4 20000 6.59 39.5
meting_2d sync. NPTS none 4 4 2 2.4 20000 7.12 42.7

metin9-2e sync. NPTS none 5 5 2 2.4 20000 7.61 45.7
meting_2f sync. NPTS none 6 6 2 2.4 20000 8.06 40.3

meting_3a sync. NPTS none 1 1 3 3.6 20000 4.36 26.2
meting_3b sync. NPTS none 2 2 3 3.6 20000 7.40 44.4
meting_3c sync. NPTS none 3 3 3 3.6 20000 8.46 50.8
meting_3d sync. NPTS none 4 4 3 3.6 20000 9.31 55.8
meting_3e sync. NPTS none 5 5 3 3.6 20000 10.30 61.6
meting_3f sync. NPTS none 6 6 3 3.6 20000 10.80 64.6

meting_4a sync. NPTS none 1 1 4 4.8 20000 6.47 38.8
meting_4b sync. NPTS none 2 2 4 4.8 20000 8.75 52.5
meting_4c sync. NPTS none 3 3 4 4.8 20000 10.42 62.6
meting_4d sync. NPTS none 4 4 4 4.8 20000 11.40 68.4

async_2d async. NPTS none 4 4 4 4.8 10000 10.11 50.6
async_3d async. NPTS none 4 4 4 4.8 6300 12.12 60.6
async_4d async. NPTS none 4 4 4 4.8 7600 13.91 69.6

meting_5a none NPTS none 1 1 2 2.4 20000 9.86 59.2
meting_6a none NPTS none 1 1 3 3.6 30000 15.90 95.4
metingJa none NPTS none 1 1 4 4.8 40000 20.30 121.8
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Table E-2
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The name in the first column refers to the numerical results further in this appendix.

The measurements are performed for the configuration as presented in Table 6-1.

All time metrics (total-, server -, and ORB times) are times averaged over all queried database
sites and corresponding Orbix servers, and are expressed in milliseconds. The 'average total
time', the 'average server time', and the 'average ORB time' for the individual transactions,
referring to ttotal, tDB, and tlink of Chapter 5, respectively. These time measurement points are
situated as in Figure 5-3.

The nett and nsvr are the number Orbix clients and servers per queried database.

Rsvc and Rreq are the service rate per second and request (= transaction) rate per second,
respectively, and are measures for the throughput of the distributed database.

In all tables containing the numerical results, the blockPTN transaction brings forth no timings,
because these transactions are very rarely issued during the service profile of NPTS.

The additional measurements for a host machine using one CPU are shown in Table E-2. No
transaction timings are supplied, because they are not relevant in this case (for explanation, see
Chapter 6, Reference Measurement).

Reference measurement for Unix machine with one CPU

Meas. name Repl. IN-svc. Svc. mix nell nsvr ndb DB-size (Mb) Tot. calls Rsve Rreq

nulmeting_1 ax none NPTS none 1 1 1 1.2 10000 2.92 14.6

nulmeting 2ax none NPTS none 2 2 1 1.2 10000 5.07 25.4

nulmeting_3ax none NPTS none 3 3 1 1.2 10000 6.61 39.7
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E.1 REFERENCE MEASUREMENT

Appendix Measurement Results

nulmetin9-1 a Transaction Total time Server time ORB time
checkCLI 33 3 30
IgetPTN blocking. status 19 3 16
IgetPIN 33 3 30
IgetPUN 34 4 30
unblockPTN 40 11 29
resetCounter 40 10 30
raiseCounter 48 19 29
blockPTN 0 0 0
IputFraud info 0 0 0
checkPresentation 35 4 31
checkRestricted 34 4 30
checkForbidden Loc 34 4 30
checklnhibited Loc 34 4 30

IputLocation 40 11 29
IputRegistration 40 10 30
IputPIN 41 11 30

Transaction Total time Server time ORB time
checkCLI 57 7 50
IgetPTN blocking. status 27 7 20
getPIN 50 5 45
getPUN 56 7 49
unblockPTN 65 18 47
resetCounter 64 17 47
raiseCounter 72 23 49
blockPTN 0 0 0
IputFraud info 0 0 0
checkPresentation 57 7 50
checkRestricted 58 7 51
checkForbidden Loc 58 7 51
checklnhibited Lac 57 7 50
IputLocation 65 18 47
IputReaistration 65 18 47
IputPIN 70 18 52

Transaction Total time Server time ORB time
checkCLI 81 9 72
loetPTN blockino. status 34 10 24
loetPIN 70 5 65
loetPUN 80 10 70
unblockPTN 93 24 69
resetCounter 90 22 68
raiseCounter 101 31 70
blockPTN 0 0 0
IputFraud info 0 0 0
checkPresentation 81 10 71
checkRestricted 81 10 71
checkForbidden Loc 80 9 71
checklnhibited Loc 82 10 72
IputLocation 93 24 69
IputReoistration 92 23 69
IputPIN 95 22 73
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E-4

Transaction Total time Server time ORB time
checkCLl 101 10 91
IQetPTN blockin!:t status 35 11 24
IgetPIN 92 6 86
!getPUN 100 11 89
unblockPTN 119 29 90
resetCounter 116 26 90
raiseCounter 121 37 84
blockPTN 0 0 0
putFraud info 0 0 0
checkPresentation 101 10 91
checkRestricted 102 11 91
checkForbidden Loc 101 10 91
checklnhibited Lac 102 11 91
IputLocation 118 28 90
IputRegistration 116 26 90
IputPIN 119 32 87

Transaction Total time Server time ORB time
checkCLI 127 11 116
IgetPTN blocking. status 38 11 27
IgetPIN 117 7 110
IgetPUN 129 11 118
unblockPTN 147 33 114
resetCounter 145 29 116
raiseCounter 160 36 124
blockPTN 0 0 0
IputFraud info 0 0 0
checkPresentation 129 11 118
checkRestricted 127 11 116
checkForbidden Loc 129 11 118
checklnhibited Loc 130 11 119
IputLocation 146 31 115
IputRegistration 145 29 116
IputPIN 161 42 119

Transaction Total time Server time ORB time
checkCLI 152 10 142
IgetPTN blocking_status 31 11 20
IgetPIN 146 7 139
IgetPUN 154 11 143
unblockPTN 175 35 140
resetCounter 174 33 141
raiseCounter 184 43 141
blockPTN 0 0 0
IputFraud info 0 0 0
checkPresentation 154 10 144
checkRestricted 153 10 143
checkForbidden Lac 151 10 141
checklnhibited Loc 153 10 143
putLocation 175 34 141
putRegistration 174 32 142
IputPIN 180 30 150
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Appendix Measurement Results

Transaction Total time Server time ORB time
checkCLI 178 10 168
loetPTN blocking. status 31 11 20
loetPIN 174 8 166
!getPUN 180 12 168
unblockPTN 206 38 168
resetCounter 203 35 168
raiseCounter 222 88 134
blockPTN 0 0 0
loutFraud info 0 0 0
checkPresentation 180 12 168
checkRestricted 179 11 168
checkForbidden Loc 180 10 170
checklnhibited Loc 179 10 169
IputLocation 203 37 166
IputRegistration 204 36 168
IputPIN 204 37 167
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E.2 SYNCHRONOUS REPLICATION

E·6

Transaction Total time Server time ORB time
checkCLI 38 5 34
IgetPTN blocking. status 22 6 16
IgetPIN 39 6 33
getPUN 44 11 33
unblockPTN 286 269 17
resetCounter 256 234 23
raiseCounter 283 268 16
blockPTN 0 0 0
putFraud info 476 455 21
checkPresentation 39 6 33
checkRestricted 39 6 34
checkForbidden Loc 42 10 33
checklnhibited Loc 39 7 33
putLocation 293 273 20
putRegistration 287 263 25
IputPIN 264 243 21

Transaction Total time Server time ORB time
checkCLI 53 7 46
jgetPTN blocking. status 28 11 18
IgetPIN 54 8 47
IQetPUN 57 10 47
unblockPTN 313 281 32
resetCounter 292 252 40
raiseCounter 319 270 49
blockPTN 0 0 0
IputFraud info 410 477 ·67
checkPresentation 57 11 47
checkRestricted 55 8 48
checkForbidden Loc 55 9 47
checklnhibited Loc 56 8 48
IputLocation 306 270 37
IputReQistration 307 265 42
IPutPIN 329 292 37

Transaction Total time Server time ORB time
checkCLI 73 9 64
QetPTN blockinQ. status 30 16 15
getPIN 72 9 63
IQetPUN 77 13 64
unblockPTN 402 354 48
resetCounter 377 323 55
raiseCounter 418 355 64
blockPTN 0 0 0
putFraud info 458 515 ·57
checkPresentation 78 13 65
checkRestricted 75 10 66
checkForbidden Lac 76 11 66
checklnhibited Loc 76 10 66
IputLocation 399 348 51
IputRegistration 394 337 57
IputPIN 399 379 21
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Appendix Measurement Results

Transaction Total time Server time ORB time
checkCLI 100 10 90
getPTN blocking. status 36 20 17
getPIN 97 11 86
getPUN 105 17 88
unblockPTN 471 412 60
resetCounter 447 383 65
raiseCounter 473 448 25
blockPTN 0 0 0
IputFraud info 574 553 21
checkPresentation 110 17 94
checkRestricted 100 12 89
checkForbidden Loc 105 12 93
checklnhibited Loc 100 12 88
IputLocation 473 414 59
IputRegistration 466 392 75
IputPIN 467 419 49

Transaction Total time Server time ORB time
checkCLI 130 11 119
IgetPTN blocking. status 37 22 16
IgetPIN 125 12 113
IgetPUN 135 20 116
unblockPTN 524 446 79
resetCounter 503 415 89
raiseCounter 538 538 1
blockPTN 0 0 0
IputFraud info 613 711 -98
checkPresentation 141 21 121
checkRestricted 128 12 117
checkForbidden Loc 137 13 124
checklnhibited Loc 128 12 116
putLocation 526 442 85
putRegistration 523 431 92
putPIN 528 442 86

Transaction Total time Server time ORB time
checkCLI 157 13 144
getPTN blocking. status 40 20 21
getPIN 153 14 139
getPUN 163 20 143 I

unblockPTN 576 476 101
resetCounter 555 448 108
raiseCounter 603 458 145
blockPTN 0 0 0
IputFraud info 0 0 0
checkPresentation 166 18 148
checkRestricted 155 14 141
checkForbidden Loc 166 15 151
checklnhibited Loc 158 15 144
IputLocation 575 464 112
IputRegistration 576 464 112
IputPIN 555 413 143
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E-8

Transaction Total time Server time ORB time
checkCLI 41 4 37
laetPTN blockina status 25 6 19
laetPIN 43 6 37
laetPUN 45 9 36
unblockPTN 336 258 78
resetCounter 303 232 71
raiseCounter 349 264 85
blockPTN 0 0 0

IputFraud info 444 405 39
checkPresentation 43 6 37
checkRestricted 43 6 37
checkForbidden Loc 44 7 37
checklnhibited Loc 43 6 37
,DutLocation 334 257 77
IDutReaistration 335 259 76
IputPIN 323 243 80

Transaction Total time Server time ORB time
checkCLI 53 7 46

IaetPTN blocking_ status 27 13 14
IgetPIN 54 8 46
laetPUN 58 12 46
unblockPTN 387 357 30
resetCounter 357 324 33
raiseCounter 396 360 36
blockPTN 0 0 0
putFraud info 485 744 ·259
checkPresentation 57 12 45
checkRestricted 55 9 46
checkForbidden Loc 55 9 46
checklnhibited Loc 55 9 46
putLocation 377 343 34
putReaistration 376 341 35
putPIN 378 337 41

Transaction Total time Server time ORB time
checkCLI 72 10 62
IgetPTN blocking. status 37 20 17
IgetPIN 73 11 62
laetPUN 77 16 61
unblockPTN 488 473 15
resetCounter 465 442 23
raiseCounter 523 528 -5
blockPTN 0 0 0
IputFraud info 652 651 1
checkPresentation 81 17 64
checkRestricted 74 11 63
checkForbidden Loc 76 12 64
checklnhibited Loc 75 12 63
IputLocation 487 463 24
IputRegistration 483 457 26
IputPIN 476 433 43
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Transaction Total time Server time ORB time
checkCLI 98 12 86
IaetPTN blockina status 43 27 16
IgetPIN 99 14 85
laetPUN 108 25 83
unblockPTN 561 602 -41
resetCounter 546 546 0
raiseCounter 555 589 -34
blockPTN 0 0 0
IputFraud info 672 994 -322
checkPresentation 112 22 90
checkRestricted 99 13 86
checkForbidden Loc 104 14 90
checklnhibited Loc 100 13 87
IputLocation 566 575 -9
IputRegistration 564 560 4
IputPIN 564 544 20

Transaction Total time Server time ORB time
checkCLI 115 17 98
IgetPTN blocking. status 47 32 15
IgetPIN 114 16 98
laetPUN 125 26 99
unblockPTN 629 633 -4
resetCounter 611 614 -3
raiseCounter 649 660 -11
blockPTN 0 0 0
IputFraud info 745 1014 -269
checkPresentation 133 26 107
checkRestricted 115 14 101
checkForbidden Loc 121 14 107
checklnhibited Loc 117 14 103
IputLocation 635 621 14
IputRegistration 634 610 24
putPIN 630 611 19

Transaction Total time Server time ORB time
checkCLI 140 21 119
QetPTN blockina status 59 42 17
aetPIN 142 23 119
QetPUN 153 33 120
unblockPTN 690 792 -102
resetCounter 678 761 -83
raiseCounter 726 847 -121
blockPTN 0 0 0
putFraud info 831 1269 -438
checkPresentation 165 32 133
checkRestricted 144 20 124
checkForbidden Loc 151 17 134
checklnhibited Loc 144 18 126
putLocation 701 779 -78
putReaistration 698 747 -49
putPIN 691 779 -88
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E-10

Transaction Total time Server time ORB time
checkCLI 39 5 34
IgetPTN blocking status 23 7 16
IgetPIN 40 6 34
IgetPUN 43 9 34
unblockPTN 295 267 28
resetCounter 276 250 27
raiseCounter 324 291 34
blockPTN 0 0 0
IputFraud info 0 0 0
checkPresentation 41 7 34
checkRestricted 40 6 34
checkForbidden Loc 41 7 34
checklnhibited Loc 41 7 35
putLocation 293 264 30
putReaistration 291 264 28
IputPIN 302 265 38

Transaction Total time Server time ORB time
checkCLI 41 4 37
aetPTN blockina status 25 6 19
getPIN 43 6 37
getPUN 45 9 36
unblockPTN 336 258 78
resetCounter 303 232 71
raiseCounter 349 264 85
blockPTN 0 0 0
putFraud info 444 405 39
checkPresentation 43 6 37
checkRestricted 43 6 37
checkForbidden Loc 44 7 37
checklnhibited Loc 43 6 37
putLocation 334 257 77
putReaistration 335 259 76

IputPIN 323 243 80

Transaction Total time Server time ORB time
checkCLI 73 10 63
IaetPTN blocking status 38 25 13
IgetPIN 76 14 62
laetPUN 82 19 63
unblockPTN 534 517 17
resetCounter 510 479 32
raiseCounter 542 480 62
blockPTN 0 0 0
IputFraud info 702 187 515
checkPresentation 85 20 66
checkRestricted 75 12 63
checkForbidden Loc 78 12 66
checklnhibited Loc 76 12 64
IputLocation 540 509 31
IputRegistration 539 496 43
IputPIN 519 472 47
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Appendix Measurement Results

Transaction Total time Server time ORB time
checkCLI 101 12 89
IgetPTN blocking. status 53 31 23
IgetPIN 102 17 86
IQetPUN 113 26 88
unblockPTN 623 600 23
resetCounter 600 569 31
raiseCounter 643 710 -67
blockPTN 0 0 0
loutFraud info 761 903 -142
checkPresentation 120 28 92
checkRestricted 102 14 88
checkForbidden Loc 106 14 93
checklnhibited Loc 100 14 86
loutLocation 624 588 37
loutReQistration 622 583 39
loutPIN 626 578 48
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E.3 NO REPLICATION

E·12

Transaction Total time Server time ORB time
checkCLI 34 3 31
getPTN blocking. status 21 3 18

IgetPIN 34 3 31
IgetPUN 35 4 31
unblockPTN 42 11 31
resetCounter 41 11 31
raiseCounter 47 16 31
blockPTN 0 0 0
IputFraud info 0 0 0
checkPresentation 36 4 32
checkRestricted 35 4 31
checkForbidden Loc 35 4 31
checklnhibited Loc 35 4 31
IputLocation 41 11 30
IputRegistration 42 11 31
IputPIN 47 14 34

Transaction Total time Server time ORB time
checkCLI 32 3 29
IgetPTN blocking. status 19 3 16
IgetPIN 32 3 29
IgetPUN 33 4 29
unblockPTN 38 10 28
resetCounter 38 9 29
raiseCounter 41 15 26
blockPTN 0 0 0
IputFraud info 0 0 0
checkPresentation 33 3 30
checkRestricted 33 3 30
checkForbidden Loc 33 3 30
checklnhibited Loc 33 3 30

IputLocation 39 11 28
IputRegistration 38 9 29
IputPIN 42 10 32

Transaction Total time Server time ORB time
checkCLI 34 3 31
IgetPTI\l blocking. status 20 3 17
IgetPIN 33 3 30
getPUN 35 4 31
unblockPTN 40 9 31
resetCounter 39 9 30
raiseCounter 45 14 31
blockPTN 0 0 0
IPutFraud info 0 0 0
checkPresentation 35 4 31
checkRestricted 35 3 32
checkForbidden Loc 34 3 31
checklnhibited Loc 34 3 31
putLocation 40 10 31

IputRegistration 40 9 31
IputPIN 43 11 32
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